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STRENGTHENING EXERCISES FOR SEEDSMEN
Howard C. Potts

11

Individuals become involved in programs of strengthening exercises
for a variety of reasons, but mainly to trim the fat, shape up to the
competition, and increase the liklihood of a better and brighter future.
Seedsmen need to organize and implement programs of strengthening exercises for about the same reasons:
(1)

To trim the fat for survival during a very difficult
economic period.

(2)

To shape up to the competition in terms of efficiency,
technology and quality control.

(3)

To insure themselves a place in a business that will
change drastically and dramatically during the remaining
years of this century.

Strengthening exercises are needed because only the strongest will
survive. All of us - students preparing for work in the seed industry,
old seed conditioners and professors, middle-level managers in multinational organizations, certification inspectors and so on -will need
all the mental and physical strength we now have plus that which we can
develop in the next 5 to 10 years to meet the challenges that lie just
ahead.
Diagnosis?
Recently, I made the statement: "I am sick of hearing about computers, genetic engineering, hard times and the· need for change in the
seed industry . " I was told, "Howard, if you•re sick see a doctor, if
not go to work." Fearing work, I .saw the doctor. After the examination, which required several consultations, my doctor gave me the prescription indicated below, and assured me that the prescription was not
just for me but could be followed by anyone associated with the seed
industry.

11 Professor, Seed Technology Laboratory, HSU.
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Rx:

Strengthening the Seed Industry

( 1)

Diet - continue the stringent economic diet to remove useless fat, or to add or shift weight to more desirable
places .

( 2)

Exercise - immediately start jogging through a technical
revolution to pushup efficiency.

( 3)

Wonder Drugs - when fiscally fit, start using Wonder drugs
to make the broadjump from the farmer•s fields
to laboratory situps.
11
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As with any prescription, each of us has a choice concerning whether or not to follow all, part or none of that prescribed.
I understand that many of the Wonder drugs won •t be on the market
for a few year, but, as you are aware, the economic diet and exercise
programs have already started. We will have a chance to use the drugs,
only if we are strong enought to survive the next 5 to 10 years. The
remainder of this discussion is devoted to the details of how the prescription may be followed.
11

11

The Diet Program
Most of us think of losing weight when we hear the word diet. Keep
in mind, however, that some diets result in a weight loss while other
diets result in a weight gain or a shift in weight.
The implementation of Reganomics and PIK programs caused an immediate weight loss in the hybrid seed segment of the seed industry .
These so ca 11 ed fat cats have suffered but with the proper diet and
exercise they will come scratching back meaner than ever. On the other
hand, the seedsmen who produce and sell vegetable seeds have finished
their prescribed diet, started their strengthening exercises, and are
ready to plant their seeds of success.
11
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Let•s go back to the prescription and look at the diet prescribed
for the seed organizations who handle primarily public varieties of
soybeans, rice, wheat and similar crops. Many of these companies were
malnourished by the effects of the PVP act and Reganomi cs before they
got PIK ed? Many small, independent seed companies were tied-up by the
effects of the recession before PIK. Unlike the fat cats or big boys,
who have an occasional opportunity to relax, these traditionally independent, skinny cats, may even be cut off from their traditional sources
of seed, i.e. , public plant breeding programs. Just consider that of
seventeen soybean varieties tested by our Experiment Station 5 years
ago, only two were privately developed varieties . In 1982, on the other
hand, eleven of 17 varieties were developed by private companies . It
1
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should be apparent that, at least for soybeans, small seed companies
which want to gain economic weight will have to associate with an organization which can supply the varieties from which a measurable profit
can be earned.
Unlike most of the popular radio, T.V., and newspaper dieting ads
which emphasize rapid weight loss, the diet for strengthening the seed
industry will be primarily one of weight relocation . There is not a lot
of time remaining before the sands of time will cover up any turkey who
doesn't follow the proper diet.
The Exerci se Program
Jogging wi ll be a basic exercise for strengthening seed organ izati ons over the next ten years. The definition I use for jogging i s
not the slow run most people think of, but rather to jog, in the sense
to arouse to alertness. Jogging in the sense of alerting you to new
possibilities and probabilities is a major purpose of this short course.
Now, recall the second part of the prescription for strengthening
the seed industry. It states that we are going to jog through a technical revolution to push-up efficiency. Using this short course program
as an outline, let us relate the revolution through which we must jog to
some specific technical activities associated with the seed industry.
Consider seed conditioning. There have been no really basic
changes in the design of seed conditioning equipment in over 25 years.
Modifications yes, but not basic changes in the way that materials are
separated. We all need to add a few drops of skill to more effectively
operate and utilize the excellent array of equipment that is already
available.
To be sure some of the so called "high technology" is being introduced into seed conditioning equipment but many of us don't even use the
technology already available . An example: there is little difference
in the appearance of gravity tables built in 1916 and 1980 and no real
difference in their operation. Likewise, there has been little improvement in the methods we use to "teach" operation and use of the gravity
table. The need for substantial improvements in the entire area of seed
conditioning still exists! !
Discussions concerning the development and deterioration of seeds
have traditionally been known as "weather talks." You know what a
weather talk is: everyone talks about a subject, but no one does anything about it. But, technology does exist which permits us to circumvent undesirable envi ronmental influences on seed quality. Technology
concerning the use of foliar fungicide sprays, breeding for improved
seed qual ity, and computerized crop modeling systems are just in their
infancy in the seed industry.
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Let us look at a few examples of ways technology might be used to
eliminate some of our current seed quality problems. The examples
concern the use of what we might consider "old hat" technology, plant
breeding, to resolve an even older problem - stand establishment in
sorghum (or any kind of seed, but retaining sorghum as an example).
Among the major reasons that farmers fail to obtain satisfactory
stands of sorghum are that the soils into which the seed are planted are
too hot, too cold, or too dry. Very little can be done about the weather, but can't something be done about the seed? The data presented in
Table 1 indicate some of the variability that exists among different
sorghum lines in their capacity to germinate at temperature extremes.
Between 68F and nearly 100F, seed of all five lines and the commercial
hybrid germinated near 100%. Differences among the lines, however, are
very evident under cool temperatures (61-64F) and especially in the high
temperature range of 104-108F. Wouldn't incorporation of high and low
germination temperature tolerance in sorghum hybrids be helpful in
reducing stand problems? The stand problem in sorghum could be further
reduced by also incorporating capability for germination/emergence at
low soil moisture levels. There is variablility in germinative responses of sorghum lines at low soil moisture levels (Figures 1 & 2).
Five of the six lines established excellent stands only 3 days after
planting when the soil moisture was good and the soil temperature was a
warm 77F (Figure 1). On the other hand, the same lines when planted in
a drier soil gave dramatically different results (Figure 2). Notice
that only one of the lines produced a satisfactory stand. The sorghum
seed studies discussed above were conducted here. Workers in Texas have
demonstrated similar variability in sorghum in terms of development of
root systems. Many workers have demonstrated tremendous variation in
resistance to field weathering among soybean lines, etc. The pertinent
question here is: when will these superior seed and seedling characteristics be available to farmers?
If there is any area related to seeds which is entering a more
exciting period than that of seed treatment materials, I don't know what
it is. At a time when seed health is finally receiving proper attention
as an important factor in seed quality, chemists are developing an array
of new seed treatment materials. These new compounqs not only control
some seed and seedling diseases, but include safeners which protect the
seedlings from herbicides, systemic compounds which kill insects that
feed on the seedlings, as well as suppress diseases that spread through
the air. Somewhere over the horizon might be seed treatments that
greatly extend the viability of seeds in storage or under seedbed
stress, accelerate the rate of emergence and increase uniformity of
emergence, and control the time of germination.
In 10 to 15 years we are likely to see corn, sorghum and soybean
growers pregerminating their seeds and then treating them so that disease or insect control in the growing crop will not be necessary.
Further, these pregerminated, treatment safened seeds may be planted in
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Ta bl e 1.

Germinati on res ponse of selected sor)hum genotypes to a range
of temperatures. After Camargo (1982 •
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a gel which will permit the use of a single application of a broad
spectrum herbicide, to kill every plant in the field except the desired
crop. If you think that these ideas are just an old scientist's daydreams, you should be aware that commercial vegetable producers are
already beginning to use some of the techniques described.
Those involved in seed regulatory and quality ass urance activities
will have to make some si gnificant changes in approach to stay up with
the new technology, while developing new ways to verify the physiological and physical properties of the seed. Most of us have heard
about the use of electrophoresis as one of a seri es of new techniques to
more positively distinguish among different vari eties on the basis of
the presence or absence of various proteins and their mobility in an
electric field. Electrophoresis is a far more accurate means of determining varietal purity than looking at hilum color of soybeans, for
example.
For years we have known that a dormant seed maintains its qual ity
for l ong periods even in a warm, moist environment. Today physiologists
are working on systems that may permit us to turn-on seed dormancy when
the seeds need to be stored and then turn-it-off when we want the seeds
to grow. In just a few years, seed of 80 to 85% germination, which
currently meet trade standards, will probably be taken to mi ll because
even old fashion farmers will not plant them.
No discussion of programs of strengthening exercises would be complete without menti oning computers . Every teenager in America knows all
about computers so I am only ta l king to those of you over 20 years old.
Computers are not magic; however, I su spect most of us who don't know
much about computers secretly wish they would go away. Many of us are
much like my grandfather, who never l earned to drive a car because he
didn't want to waste his time learning how to use a machine t hat was,
"just the passing fancy of a few city sli ckers." Are you so out-of-date
that you are taking the grandfather approach to computers?
Not all of us need to become computer operators and still fewer of
us need to become computer programmers , but unless we receive some basic
instruction or read some good manuals on computers, our profess i ona l
life may not turn out just exactl y li ke we have it planned.
Work done by Juan Landivar, one of Bill Boyd's graduate students,
can serve as an exampl e of how computers can be useful to help make
decisions most seed producers make several t i me every year. A simple
computer simulation model of field oeterioration of soybean seed was
developed based on the date the seed attained physiol ogi cal maturity,
the average seed weight of the variety, and select climatic data:
maximum and minimum daily temperatures , rainfall, and dew- point temperatures . These data are then used to predict the viability level s of
soybean seeds before harvests . The levels of germination as predicted
by the computer model are presented in Figure 3. Julian days are simpl y
the number of days in the year: day 1 is January 1. Jul ian day 270 is
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Figure 3.

Predicted germination of two varieties of soybeans under
conditions of delayed harvest. After Landivar and Boyd
(1983).
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September 27 or 28 depending on whether or not it is a leap year.
Seed samples were harvested from the plots on a weekly basis and
germinated. Figure 4 shows the relation between the predicted and
observed germinations. It was obvious that the seeds of Dare should
have gone straight to the oil mill if it were not possible to harvest
them before October 27 . Such a use of computer simulation models could
be tremendously valuable in the management of contract seed production.
The Drug Connection
Finally, let' s consider the third part of the prescription for
strengthening the seed industry. Can we really make a broadjump from
producing our seeds in growers field to producing them in a laboratory
set-up? I make this observation: several of the major seed and pharmaceutical companies have already "bet" a lot of doll ars that they will
gain the capability to produce better seeds in a laboratory flask than
the best we can now produce in a field culture system.
Clearly all of the wonder drugs and the techniques required for
"laboratory seed production" are not yet developed, but initial blueprints have probably' been prepared . Keep in mind that any time an
engineer or scientist prepares a first blueprint for a project that is
unlike any previous project, the blueprints may be changed several times
before the project is completed. We have all observed and taken pride
in the accomplishments of our national space program . My point is that
the seed industry is moving into its own space program. We will not be
talking about astronauts and mi ssion control but genetic engineers,
molecu lar biologists and tissue culturists.
As we look to the future, some of the essential feature s of the
current "blueprint'' for production and conditioning of the seeds of
tomorrow might be:
(a)

Isolation of cell protoplasts and removal of the cell walls.

(b)

Fusion of protoplasts from different genotypes or even
species of plants.

(c)

Regeneration of plants from the newly formed somatic hybrid
through tissue culture.

(d)

Transfer of desirable genes or gene sets among species by
recombinant DNA technology. Single gene breeding rather than
whole plant breeding.

(e)

Se1ection of unique and desirable variants in cell culture mill ions of cel l s - and regeneration of variant cell s into
plants.
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(f) The production of somatic embryos for the "new" seeds.
{g)

For planting, somatic embryos which will be encapsulated with
stored food, insecticides, fungic i des, safeners and growth
honnones inside a plastic seed coat so that all "seeds" have
identical physical properties.

(h) Crops much superior to those we have ever seen will become
conmonplace .
The specific items above may be subject to question. Certainly,
many of the details and techniques are not yet evident; however, there
should be no question that these "wonder drugs," as I have classified
them, will within the next 20 years have a more dramatic effect upon the
total seed industry, as we know it today, than anything since the discovery of Mendel's laws of genetic inheritance on which our current
industry is based.
Will you be strong enough to survive? Better start some strengthening exercises now.
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PRINCIPLES OF SEED CONDITIONING
A. H. Boyd and H. C. Potts

ll

When seed are brought in from the field, they contain undesirable
materials such as pieces of stems, dust, weed seeds, other crop seed,
and off-size, discolored, broken, and otherwise impaired units of the
crop seed . Before the seed can be sold for planting through regular
trade channels, enough of the undesirable materials must be removed to
enable the seed to meet quality standards demanded py the farmers and
required by law. In addition to removal of undesirable materials, seed
often need to be treated with a fungicide before marketing. Preparation
of seed for market, therefore, involves a series of mechan ical operations
designed to remove undesirable materials, apply a chemical treatment as
needed, and to package the seed in some container suitable for distribution and marketing . These various operations/processes are termed
seed conditioning, and encompasses, more specifically, operations such
as receiving, pre-conditioning (debearding, hulling, partial cleaning,
etc.), conveying, cleaning, sizing, up-grading, treating, and packaging.
Seed conditioning is an important element in the business of providing
an ample supply of high quality seed for the farms , gardens, recreational
areas , pasture lands, and so on, of the world.
The seed conditioner should be interested in the operational
efficiency whether he is operating an existing facility or planning a
new installation. Here, however, we are more concerned with technical
efficiency which consists of, but is not necessarily limited to, the
following:
(1)

Removal of contaminants
Inert material
Weed seed
Other crop seed

(2)

Sizing of seed

(3)

Minimum seed loss

(4)

Removal of weather damaged, insect damaged, off-size, and
otherwise quality impaired seed.

(5)

Maximum capacity consistent with acceptable seed quality.

lf Professors, Seed Technology Laboratory, MSU
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An economical ly efficient seed conditioning plant will have the
required technical efficiency and can be operated with maximum output
for the economic (capital and labor) resources committed. To attain the
above goals one must understand the basic steps in seed conditioning and
the physical bases for seed separations.
Steps in Conditioning
The steps in seed conditioning are shown in the usual order of
performance in Figure 1. RECEIVING and storage capability should be
adequate for the expected rate of receiving. A facility receiving seed
in bulk at harvest time should have a dump pit/elevator storage bin combination large enough to hold at least an average truck load. This
would permit a truck to return to the field in a very short time.
DRYING is important at any time seed are harvested at moisture
contents higher than would allow safe storage. Thus, drying units must
be available as needed.
PRECLEANING and preparation for conditioning and storage is a step
that is too often neglected. Precleaning is most useful when there is a
large amount of trash or green, wet material in the seed. Prec l eaning
prior to drying can result in greatly enhanced capacity of the dryers.
Precleaning promotes better flow through conveying equipment and allows
for higher capacity and/or more precise screen sel ection in operation of
the basic cleaning equipment.
Other kinds of preparation or pre-conditioning are required in
special cases such as de-bearding grass seed, shelling corn, or legume
seed hulling and scarifying .
BASIC CLEANING is accomplished by the air-screen cleaner which
makes use of a series of screens and air separations to remove l ight
trash, dust and undesirable materials both larger and smal ler than the
crop seed. Often this is the only step necessary to condition the seed
to an acceptable quality level for marketing and planting. Other seed
lots, however, will require further conditioning to remove difficult to
separate weed seed, to size the seed or to upgrade germination and
vigor. SIZING and/or UPGRADING, in turn, may require one or more
machines which exploit various physical characteristi cs of the seed to
effect the desired separations.
After the above operations have been accomplished the next step is
TREATING. This step is referred to in Europe as "dressing" and may
include application of fungicides, insecticides and/or other materials
such as growth regulators, etc. Seed are not always treated prior to
the PACKAGING step. Packaging may consist of the traditional bagging
operation, large specialized "bu l k" bags which may hold a ton or more,
or i t may be dispensed with altogether. Some larger facilities are now
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equipped to hold seed in bulk after conditioning and load directly into
trucks for transport to the fields . After conditioning storage is the
final step before distribution and marketing and should be adequately
planned and provided for.
Throughout all the steps in conditioning, the conditioner must not
lose sight of the fact that he is dealing with living materials and must
take steps to protect their viability during all the separating and
handling operations.
The Physical Bases of Seed Separations
To effect a separation among particulate materials, there must be
sufficient difference in one or more physical characteristics for a
machine(s) to sort out the undesirable material from the desirable.
Since there are usually several differences between the crop seed and
the various undesirable materials, the conditioner should select the one
which is great enough and common enough to allow mechanical separation
by a machine at a reasonable capacity and with an adequate degree of
precision.
The physical characteristics most commonly exploited in cleaning
and separating seed are listed and discussed below.
Size
Where there is a great difference in the overall size between the
desirable and undesirable materials it is acceptable to think in terms
of separating them on the basis of overall size. However, when they are
nearly the same overall size , it i s more precise to think of them in
terms of the three dimensions - width, thickness, and length (Figure 2).
Seed or other particulate materials differing in any one or more of
these dimensions can be separated as follows (Figure 3):
Width: Seed having the same length and thickness but differing in
width can be separated by screens with round perforations.
Thickness: Seed with the same length and width but differing in
thickness can be separated by screens with oblong perforations. The
width of the opening i s associ ated with the thickness of the seed.
Length: Seed with nearly the same width and thickness but differing in length can be separated with a rotating indented disc or indented
cylinder with indentations of the proper size to lift shorter seed but
not so large or deep as to lift the longer seed.
Weight or Specific Gravity (Figure 4)
Weight or specific gravity separations can be made by passing the
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seed mixture through an airstream or over a gravity table which utilizes
an air floatation process and a vibrating deck. Such separations are
often referred to by engineers as 11 terminal velocity .. separations since
seed appendages and shape also affect the response of the seed . Allowing
the seed to fall free between a highly charged electrostatic field and a
grounded plate also results in movement of the lighter weight seed
toward the plate and effects a weight or density separation.
Shape
The previously mentioned components of size (width, thickness,
length) also relate to shape. However, some seed have a flattened side
or may otherwise be irregular in shape but inseparable by screens from
a more rounded or uniform seed (Figure 5). Such a situation can be
exploited by devices which allow a separation by the relative velocity
which the seed attain when they are allowed to roll freely on an inclined plane, such as a sheet metal plane wrapped around a center post,
which allows the faster seed to discharge off the outside of the curve
as is the case with a spiral separator. It may also be accomplished by
an inclined flat belt which is adjustable for both pitch and velocity.
The belt conveys the slower seed over the top end11 while the more rounded
seed roll "downhill" faster than the belt moves Uphill" and discharge
off the low end. Another possibility of a shape separation is a small
inclined vibrating deck covered with sandpaper or other textured material. The flatter seed tend to sit on the deck and 11 Climb" to the
high side while the round seed roll down and off the low end.
Seed Coat Characteristics

(Figure 6)

Seed of similar size and shape but differing in surface texture can
be separated by several methods. Two rollers 4 in. in diameter and 60
in. long or longer can be covered with velvet or flannel and mounted
side by side so that they touch along their entire length. By rotating
the rollers in opposite directions so that seed fed into the trough
formed by the rollers will be thrown upward, the rougher seed will be
affected more than the smooth and can be thrown over the side. If the
pair of rollers is also inclined, the smoother seed can be discharged at
the lower end. A separation obtained by using a horizontal belt of
fabric or carpeting has also been developed whereby the smoother seed
are wiped off the side of the belt and the rougher particles are carried
under the wiper. This separator does an excellent job of removing soil
particles and small stones from beans.
Some seed have a seed coat covered with a material that becomes
sticky when moistened. In other cases seed with cracks caused by
mechanical damage or with a rough seed coat may attract and hold moisture better than slick, hard coated seed. If a small amount of water or
oil is uniformly applied and thoroughly mixed and some finely divided
iron powder is added, the iron powder will stick to the moist seed. If
the seed are in turn passed over a magnetized drum, the iron coated seed
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Figure 2a. Corn seed illustrating differences in seed width and seed
length.

Figure 2b.

Rice seed illustrating differences in
of intact and cross broken grains.
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Figure 3.

Seeds differing in width are separated with round hole
screens (above); seeds differing in thickness are separated
by screens with oblong openings (below).
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can be deflected out of the stream of good seed. A process similar to
the above magnetic separation is utilized by blending finely ground
sawdust with seed which contain seed of weedy plantains {Plantago
~.).
The moistened plantain seed become sticky and covered with
sawdust, which makes them larger and permits separation on the basis of
size or weight.
Color
Equipment is available which can detect the color and/or brightness
of light reflected from a seed as it passes through its range of 11 Vision 11 ,
electronically compare it to a standard and accept or reject it.
Electrical Properties
Seeds also differ in their ability to hold or conduct an electrical
charge. Although many conditions affect a seed•s electrical properties,
consistent differences in such properties can be used to make some
difficult separations . A typical electrostatic separator consists
essentially of a grounded roller which carries a single layer of seed
beneath an electrode.
Two types of electrostatic separations are made (Figure 7). In
the 11 pinning 11 separation, the electrode places a high-intensity electrical charge onto the seed . Some seed absorb and hold the charge,
stick to the grounded roller and are carried to a discharge spout.
Others lose their charge readily and are dropped into a separate spout.
The 11 lifting 11 separation is made by pass ing seed through an electrical
field created by a different type of electrode. Here, charges on the
seed are rearranged in reaction to this electrical field. Some seeds
are attracted to the electrode and lifted into a different flight path
as they fall from the roller. Other seeds which react less to the
electrical field follow a normal flight path to the discharge spout.
The electrostatic separation is sensitive to relative humidity and
to seed moisture content. The best results are obtained on relatively
dry, warm days. Thi s separation method is not widespread in the seed
industry at thi s time.
Changing Physical Properties (Chart 1)
Sometimes it is possible to modify the physical characteristics of
seed to effect better separations or improve flowapility. Equipment
such as debeaders and hullers do change some physical characteristics.
It is important that the conditioner understand the physical bases for
separations and the equipment whi ch takes advantage of specific physical
differences to make the separations. Only then can one make logical
decisions to obtain maximum operational efficiency in an existing facility or select new equipment to the best advantage.
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Pre-Conditioning Considerations
The removal of undesirable materials from a seed lot is an art
based on the application of scientific principles. Just as a doctor
must know how your body functions when you are well, the operator/
manager must have a thorough knowledge of good seed. In good seed,
emphasis is placed on (1) genetic purity, (2) mechanical purity, and (3)
high germination percentage. In seed conditioning, primary interest is
on improving mechanical purity and germination percentage, because these
two factors are most often manifest in different physical characteristics
of a seed.
Seed conditioning was defined previously. In the broad sense, it
encompasses all the steps involved in the preparation of a harvested
seed l ot for marketing. In common usage, seed conditioning includes
(1) preconditioning, {2) basic cleaning, (3) size grading {4) upgrading
and (5) treating and packaging. This common concept of seed conditioning is used here.
The main purposes of seed conditioning are: (1) to remove contaminants; {2) size grade to improve plantability; (3) upgrade quality;
and (4) apply seed treatment materials. To achieve these purposes, the
conditioner must decrease the percentage inert matter, other crop seed,
weed seed, and poor quality seed present in the original lot. Note that
these factors which must be affected during conditioning are the same as
those for which seed are examined under the various seed laws, that is,
pure seed, inert matter, other crop seed, weed seed, and germination.
The conditioning of individual seed lots is divided into three
sequential events: (1) pre-cleaning examination, {2) removal of undesirable materials, and (3) upgrading and/or sizing. The first two
steps are essential for effective conditioning of all lots, while the
third is dependent upon the kind of seed being conditioned, the nature
and kinds of contaminants, the quantity of each contaminant in the raw
seed, and the quality standards that must be met.
A basic requisite for effective seed cleaning is the capability of
the conditioner to identify the undesirable materiqls that need to be
removed . He must also know enough about seed to be able to distinguish
between good, healthy seed and those of questionable quality, because at
some point in the conditioning operation, a decision has to be made concerning which seed to keep and to discard. Thus, the conditioner's
ability to render the desired service is affected by: (1) the equipment available; (2) their arrangement within the plant; (3) skill in
operating the equipment; and (4) knowledge of seed characteristics.
Notice that the first two of these factors were fixed when the conditioning plant was built. Therefore, operational skills and knowledge
of seed characteristics are the only variables immediately available to
management to control seed quality.
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Figure 5.

Top:

Soybean and purple moonflower seed illustrating differences in shape or degree of roundness.
Bottom: A degree of roundness type separator.
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Figure 6a. Wild winterpea (left) and hairy vetch (right) seed illustrating differences in surface texture.

Ftgure 6b. Buckhorn plantain seed (small blackened seed) and crimson
clover seed. The buckhorn seed are covered with iron
powder.
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The Pre-Cleaning Examination
As previously indicated, the first step in conditioning each seed
lot is the pre-cleaning examination. Before giving any consideration to
the equipment to be used in cleaning a lot of seed, a representative
sample of the lot should be examined to determine the following factors:
1.

Frequency of occurrence of contaminants

2.

Size variation of the good seed

3.

Differences in physical characteristics

4.

Flowability

5.

Need for pre-conditioning

6.

Damaged seed

There is no significance to the order in which these factors are
determined.
The primary purpose of the pre-cleaning examination is to determine
the separable components of the seed lot. Remember: unless there are
distinguishable physical differences among the components of the seed
lot, no separation is possible. Thus, it is the components of the seed
mixture and not the machine that determine if a particular separation is
possible or practical (Figure G).
Contaminants which have physical characteristics similar to those
of good seed are of greatest concern. When examining the seed lot,
particular emphasis must also be placed on determining the presence of
contaminants such as noxious weed seeds, nematode galls, etc., which
could cause the seed to be unsalable even though the mechanical purity
may exceed 99%.
Contaminating materials obviously much larger, smaller, or lighter
than the good seed are not of great concern except when such materia l s
affect seed flowability or when they represent more than about 20% of
the seed lot. Seed lots containing a very high percentage of inert
matter or removable crop and weed seed normally must be cleaned at a
reduced rate of flow to allow removal of these materials and to avoid
flooding of the discharge spouts provided for materials removed from the
seed mass.
Frequency of occurrence of contaminants refers to the ratio between
the desirable seed or characteristics of a lot and the undesirable.
When looking at the seed to be cleaned, a thorough examination may
reveal an undesirable characteristic, but it usually is the ratio of
good to bad that is important, not the fact that a minor, oftentimes
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correctable defect is noted. This is usually a judgment decision, but
we are generally willing to give up or overlook one thing to get something we really want.
Depending upon the quality standards which must be met, certain
contaminants can sometimes be ignored. All clean seed will contain a
fractional percentage of inert matter. Many lots contain small amounts
of other crop or common weed seed because the cost of removing them
exceeds the value that would be added by their removal.
Variation in size of the good seed is one factor frequently overlooked when examining seed for conditioning. Research conducted in 1875
showed that the very smallest seed in most lots are of little value for
reproductive purposes. On the other hand, subsequent research on seed
size indicates that the exceptionally large seed in a lot, although nice
to look at, are usually not the most desirable for reproductive purposes.
Therefore, in seed, what we really want are those large enough to perform their function, but sma ll enough to avoid problems due to excess
size.
For most crops, the better the climatic conditions for seed production, the more uniform the size of the seed. In all species, the
mo re uniform the seed size, the easier the seed are to clean. Experienced operators know that different varieties of the same species often
differ significantly in average seed size and adjust the machines
accordingly. One of the poorest testimon ies to a seed condi ti oner are
screens marked with the name of a crop. Such marking usually indicates
a disregard for the natural variation in seed size and other variable
physical characteristics of a seed lot.
Another factor determined during the pre-cleaning examination i s
flowability. This refers to the ease and uniformity with which seed
will flow in the absence of mechanical force. Seed must flow uniformly
through the equipment before they can be effectively separated from the
contaminants. As a general rule, a lot of seed which has an angle of
repose greater than 70 degrees should be pre-cleaned or conditioned
before attempting any separation by the air-screen or subsequent machines. Anyone who has spent a day or two forcing seed into an elevator
or pushing seed through a bin opening will testify for the need of predetermining the flowability of every seed lot.
Most seed lots which have been harvested and threshed mechanically
will flow through a properly designed conditioning plant. However, an
occasional lot of any kind of seed may lack the necessary flow characteristics because of natural appendages on the seed, high quantities
of coarse, inert matter, high moisture content, or poor threshing. Such
lots should be pre-conditioned to improve flowability.
A factor related to flowability is the need for pre-conditioning.
The term pre-conditioning is used in two different contexts. First, it
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Figure 8. The first step in conditioning 1s to find out what needs to
be removed.
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Figure 9. The pre-conditioning examination : thorough and in a well
lighted place .
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may refer to any method used to circumvent or remove those obstructions
which reduce flowability. If long pieces of plants , such as straw or
stems, or large quantities of sand or soil are the cause of poor flowability, these are normally removed with a scalper or aspirator. Drying
lots which are high in moisture or which contain green plant materials
often will give a lot the desired flow characteristics. Of course, corn
must be shelled. There are several techniques which can be used to
improve flowability, but the method used will depend upon what you want
to remove.
The second meaning applied to pre- conditioning refers to the removal of undesired or unncessary coverings and appendages from the seed
which may interfere with the cleaning process. This type of preconditioning also serves to improve the appearance of the product. It
is customary to hull and/or scarify combine-run seed of many of the
small seeded legumes to facilitate cleaning and increase the speed of
germination. Awned varieties of oats and barley are normally debearded
both to improve flowability and appearance.
The final factor which should be determined during the pre-cleaning
examination is damaged seed. There are three main causes of seed damage:
(1) insects, (2) diseases, and (3) mechanical abuse.
When insect are active in the seed, the lot should be fumigated
using a fumigant recommended for use on seed. Disease damaged seed are
usually lighter in specific weight than healthy seed of the same dimensions. Thus, the presence of more than 2 or 3% damaged seed is an
indication to increase the velocity of the final air separation on the
air-screen cleaner and the possible need to utilize a gravity separator.
In most instances, seed lots that require specific procedures to remove
disease damaged seed should be treated with the appropriate fungicide.
Mechanical damage to seed can be classified into three categories:
(1) seed destroying, (2) major, and (3) minor . As the name implies,
seed destroying damage is gross mechanical injury which splits or breaks
the seed, such as split beans or cross broken seed. Usually, these seed
parts can be removed because breaking changes the physical characteris tics.
Major damage is damage to the seed coat or covering which is
visible to the naked eye, such as cracked or chipped corn seed and
machine cut cottonseed. Nothing can be done to remove such seed from
the lot unless the damage alters the physical characteristics of the
seed. Seed having minor damage, such as pin-holes, are not normally
noticed in the pre-cleaning examination.
Technique fo r Making Pre-Cleaning Examinations
Under optimal conditions, the operator/manager will have an opportunity to condition a sample of each seed lot with hand screens and/or
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model equipment (Figure 9). Organizations equipped to conduct such
tests are among the most efficient in their cleaning and conditivninj
operations . Such testing requires advanced sampl ing and control over
delivery of various seed lots to the conditioning plant. This type
sampling and control is not feasible for plants engaged in custom
cleaning operations or cond itioning seed coming directly from the field.
An intermediate method of making the pre-conditioning examination
is to conduct a routine purity analysis on a sample of the field run
seed. This analysis will provide valuable information on the kind and
rate of occurrence of the various contaminants. However, such factors
as comparati ve physical difference between the good seed and contaminants, variation in seed size, flowability, and damaged seed must still
be determined on the basis of a visual examination.
In spite of the ~ore desirable methods of examination listed above,
the pre-cleaning examination is most frequently made by simple visual
examination of several handfuls of the field-run seed taken at the time
the seed arrive. To make this examination , the seed are poured slowly
from hand to hand or spread into a thin layer on a table or floor, in a
well-lighted area, and mental notes made concerning potenti al separation
problems. It should be obvious that this method will result in a hiqher
frequency of lots which are below or above desired quality levels after
cleaning than when more detailed methods are utilized.
Precision of the 11 eye-bal1 11 examination method can be increased if
one knows the approximate weight of a handful of seed. This can be
easily determined by weighing several handfuls of seed of various kinds.
Greater repeatability can be gained if the operator will close his
fingers against the fat part of his hand. For most persons, this will
be a sample of one or two ounces.
Regardless of the techniques used for the pre-clean ing examination,
it is of vital importance that one be knowledgeable in seed identification and purity analysis . An experienced operator can closely approximate the ·percent cleaning loss , mechanical purity of the clean seed, and
the probable presence of undesirable seed before the seed enter the
conditioning plant by combi ning his knowledge of seed with that of
equipment operation.
SEED CONDITIONER
- Know thy seed
- Know thy machines
- Know ye principles
- Know thysel f
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EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT AIR AND SCREEN CLEANING
Virgil Harden

ll

Air/screen seed cleaners are the "heart" of any seed conditioning
facility and are generally the first type of cleaning equipment to which
the incoming seed is exposed. Proper cleaning by the air/screen unit is
a must to enable other finishing types of equipment to make the separations for which they were designed.
Air/screen cleaners separate seed from contaminants by the use of
fans (aspiration) and screens of perforated metal or wire cloth which
are available in a wide range of sizes. Operation of the air/screen
cleaner should be fully understood by the operator to enable him to make
the best possible separations for the seed being cleaned.
Careful consideration must be given to selecting the proper location in the cleaning plant for the air/screen cleaner and its proper
installation.
(1) All models should be securely fastened to a solid, level floor
or foundation. The action of the shaker mechanism must be
transmitted to the seed being cleaned, not the building or
foundation .
(2)

The air/screen cleaner should be positioned with the fan
discharge openings facing an outside wall and as close to the
outside wall as possible to allow for short runs of air
ducting.

(3) Ample room should be allowed around the cleaner for the
operator to make adjustments and service the machine.
(4) Spouting should not be installed in a position that will
interfere with the controls or maintenance. Some parts must
eventually be replaced, so allow room to pull all shafts and
spouts.
The discussion below show assist the operator in understanding the
different parts of the air/screen cleaner and the function of the
different adjustments that are available to him for seed separations.

1/
- President, Harden Processing Eauipment Sales, Inc., Memphis,
Tennesseed .
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By comparing Figure 1, "Illustrated Nomenclature", and Figure 2,
"Commodity Flow", the operator can best understand the different parts
of a typical air/screen cleaner and how separations are effected as the
seed passes through the unit from the feed intake to the clean seed
discharge. The operator needs to know the types of separations made by
the several components of the air/screen cleaner so that he can make the
proper settings to obtain the best performance with his unit.
Fans
Precision air/screen seed cleaners are equipped with both top and
bottom air separations which assist the screens in cleaning the seed
mass .
The top air separation is made as the seed pass from the feed
hopper to the top screen in the upper shoe. Air i s pulled through the
seed mass lifting l ight trash, stems, pods, straw, cockleburs and a
portion of the broken seed or splits which are then dropped in the
"settlings" chamber and discharged out the side of the cleaner by a
spout or discharge auger. The top air should be set to pull as much of
the light contaminants as possible. A proper setting would remove one
or two good seed per double handfull of screenings which would let the
operator know that he is getting the best possible air separation without losing an excessive amount of good seed.
Bottom air separations are made after screen cleaning and just
prior to seed discharge from the cleaner. The bottom air lifts any
light trash that may be left in the seed commodity . In the cleaning of
soybeans, a cleaner with a good bottom fan, properly adjusted , can
remove almost all of the "slick" cockleburs that may be left in the seed
mass after screen cleaning. As with the top air separation, a proper
setting for the bottom fan should also pul l out an occasional good seed.
If the bottom fan works in conjunction with a top fan, the two fans must
be balanced to ensure the most effective and efficient separation. The
top fan should pull sli ghtly more cubic feet of air per minute than the
bottom fan and proper balance can be set usually with the use of the
ribbon indicator.
The maximum effective capacity of any air/screen cleaner can only
be achieved if both top and bottom fans remove as much of the contaminants
and off-grades as possible thereby reducing the work load on the screens
of the cleaner.
Handling of the Air
Improper air trunking installation from the cleaner and into the
dust house or collector causes up to 90%of the difficulties associated
with the air separations . Sharp turns, improper junctions, poor connections and poor coll ection equipment will al l contribute to air deficiencies in an air/screen cleaner.
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CLIPPER SUPER X2958-D 6 SUPER X5868-D
AIR SCREEN CLEANERS
Illustrated Nomenclature

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Figure 1.

Feed Inlet
Top Air Settlings Chamber
Adjustable Top Air Valve
Top Suction Fan
Adjustable Back Air Valve
Bottom Air Settlings Chamber
Bottom Air Trash Discharge
Feed Hopper
Top Air Trash Discharge
Top Screen, Upper Shoe
Bottom Screen, Upper Shoe
Top Screen, Lower Shoe
Bottom Screen, Lower Shoe
Variable Bottom Blast Fan
Clean Seed Discharge

Nomenclature of typical 4-screen air/screen cleaner.
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CLIPPER SUPER X2958-D & SUPER X5868-D
AIR SCREEN CLEANERS
Commodity Flow - Scalp, Sift, Sift, Sift

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
1.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12 .
13.
14.

Figure 2.

Seed Mass Inlet To Hopper
Top Air Heavies Settling Chamber
Top Air Side Discharge
Top Air Lights & Fines
Air Discharge To Cyclone Or Dust House
Scalping& Over Top Screen, Upper Shoe (Scalp)
Seed Mass & Fines Over Bottom Screen, Upper Shoe
Fines Through Bottom Screen, Upper Shoe (Sift)
Seed Haas Flow Divider
Seed Haas Over Top & Bottom Screens, Bottom Shoe
Fines Through Top & Bottom Screens, Bottom Shoe
(Sift-Sift)
Bottom Air Heavies Settling Chamber
Bottom Air Lights & Fines To Top Fan & Cyclone
Cleaned Seed Haas Discharge

General f l ow of materials through a 4-screen air/screen
cleaner.
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Air ducting from the air/screen cleaner fans to the dust house or
cyclone should be as short and straight as possible. The cross sectional area of the air ducting should not be less than that of the fan
discharges and if any elbows are necessary, they should be made with a
large radius. When elbows are installed which have a sharp change of
direction, back pressures are created and in most cases light chaff will
be dropped into the pipe and finally plug the entire run. The inside
radius of any necessary elbow should be a minimum of twice the diameter
of the air ducting.
Manufacturer's suggestions should be followed in the sizing of air
ducting and cyclones. Dustless model cleaners usually have two top fans
discharging side by side, and separate collectors, one for each fan, are
the ideal set-up as shown in Figure 3. However, unless too much air
volume is involved , it is less expensive to bring the air ducting together by means of a junction with a divider valve installed into a
single air pipe to run into a single air collector or dust house. When
such a junction is made, the approach angle should be held to a minimum
and the junction divider is very important. If the pipes are brought
together too abruptly, or if a divider is not installed, back-pressures
are created which impede the proper flow of air. In fact, as the two
air streams converge, one can oppose the other so that when an air
adjustment is made on one fan, it will have an effect on the separation
that is being made with the other fan. Remember that any restriction in
air ducting, dust houses or cyclones will create back-pressures on the
fans and prevent proper air separation.
Feed Hopper
The hopper of an air/screen cleaner is a feed mechanism only, not
a surge bin . Cleaners generally work best and most efficiently with a
surge bin above the hopper to provide a steady supply of seed to the
hopper portion of the cleaner. Surge bins should be of sufficient size
to allow for a minimum of two hours of continuous operation before
having to be refilled. All too often a costly and inefficient cleanin~
operation for a seedsman is caused by a cleaner in a conditioning plant
running without seed because the surge bin, generally of a smaller size,
has emptied. High and low level bin indicators in the overhead surge
bin will help to maintain a uniform flow of seed.
The discharge gate in the overhead surge bin should be of the same
width and length as the feed opening in the cleaner hopper. A small
discharge gate or feed spout will cause the hopper to be center-fed. A
center-fed hopper will feed the incoming seed mass to only the center
portion of the top (scalping) screen causing the cleaner to 11 lose ..
almost one-third of its available perforated screen area . Efficiency is
accordingly lessened as the capacity of the screening portion of the
cleaner is only about two-thirds of the cleaner's capability. A centerfed hopper will also decrease the efficiency of the top air separation
as the air flow will tend to pass around the seed mass, not through it .
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Specially built hoppers are available if only one type of seed is
to be cleaned on the air/screen cleaner, i.e., corn hopper, cotton seed
hopper. Brush, roll-reed and variable speed hoppers are generally best
when several types of seeds such as soybeans, wheat and rice are to be
cl eaned.
Seed Flow Over Screens
The most common seed flow over precision air/screen cl eaners having
four screens is the SCALP-SIFT, SCALP-SIFT system as in Figure 4, which
shows a typical seed soybean cleaning setup . However, some precision
air/screen cleaners are equipped with multiple seed flow options. For
example, a four-screen cleaner could have additional flow options of
SCALP-SCALP, SCALP-SIFT or SCALP-SIFT, SIFT- SIFT .
Three scalping screens might be used if the seed mass to be cleaned
is heavily laden with or consists mostly of large foreign materials
requiring multiple scalpings with perforations of different sizes and
conta ins only a small portion of brokens, weed seeds and sand. Some
seed sizing can also be accomplished by the use of the SCALP-SCALP,
SCALP-SIFT plan.
Two scalping screens and two sifting screens are used when the seed
mass to be cleaned has about an even mixture of large and small contaminants.
One scalping screen and three sifting screens might be the operator's choice when the larger portion of the foreign material s is smaller
than the good seed and has to be sifted from the seed mass. Many lots
of seed beans and seed grains fall into this category .
Screen Selection
Over two-hundred different screen sizes are available to the seedsman for sel ection of the proper screen openings to meet his particular
needs (Figure 5 ). Perforated metal sheets are offered in oblong (slot),
round, oblong cross (cross slot), and triangle shapes. Wire cloth
sheets have both square and oblong openings.
When
is always
commodity
necessary
seed with

selecting screens for any kind of seed or grain cleaning, it
necessary to take into consideration the condition of the
and the foreign material mixed with it. Frequently it is
to use screens that will remove a small percentage of the good
the foreign material in order to make the product marketable.

It is advisable to have an office tester and an assortment of hand
testing screens available. By testing a small amount of seed prior to
conditioning, the operator can determine in advance the best perforation

FOUR SCREEN CLEANING
TOP SHOE:

1.
2.

3.

4.

Scalp-Sift

BOTTOM SHOE:

Scalp-Sift

Top Screen, Upper Shoe
Bottom Screen, Upper Shoe
Top Screen, Lower Shoe
Bottom Screen , Lower Shoe

TYPICAL SOYBEAN CLEANING RECOMMENDATIONS
Shakershaft Speed - 405 to 420 ~PM
Screen
Location
1

22 Scalps off pods and trash.

2

12 Drops morning glories, pigweed, and o~her small
weed seed.
19 or 20 for very close screening.
10 x 3/4 drops cleaned splits since the weed seed
have already been dropped by the 12 round screen
in the upper shoe.

3
4

Figure 4.

Screen
Pitch
Steep
Flat
Medium
Flat

Common pattern of seed flow over screens in a 4-screen
air/screen cleaner.
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Screen perforation sizes and shapes available for air/
screen cleaners .
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sizes or meshes to use, j ust what separations can be made with the
screens , and what foreign materials will need to be removed by air. One
can al so determine what benefit, i f any , would be derived from reru nn ing any part of the stock which cannot be improved by a change in
setting in the original run.
In general , the openi ngs of the upper (scalping) screen should be
small enough to just al l ow the seed being conditioned to pass through
while reta ini ng all larger material. The openings of the lower (sifti ng)
screen should be of the largest perforation or mesh that will hold up
the seed product, yet, sift out the broken and immature kernels, sand
and small weed seeds .
Picture the screens in an ai r/screen cl eaner as being vibrating
conveyors ! The seed or foreign materi als move down the screen until
they encounter a perforation l arge enough to drop through, or if they do
not, continue to the end of the screen where they are discharged. The
smaller the particle in relation to the perforation size, the nearer the
feed end of the screen it will pass t hrough, whereas the l arger the
particle is the nearer the discharge end of the screen it will pass
through if i t is not larger than the perforation.
The action and flow of the seed mass as it travels down the screen
can be regulated by the use of "variable shoe shake" and "adj ustable
pitch".
Variable Shoe Shake
The variable shoe shake controls the action of the seed as they
travel down the screens with the speed of the shake determining the
amou nt of tu rbul ence imparted to the seed mass. There must be enough
turbulence to enable sma ller partic l es to find their way to the bottom
layer so that they can then pass through the screen openi ngs . Turbulent
action is desirable in both the scalping and sifting portion of the
cleaner, but is most important in the sifting secti on .
Air/screen cleaners having the variabl e shoe sha ke feature permits
the operator to sel ect from a wide, continuous range adjustment of
screen movement from 300 to 450 vibrations per minute to impart the
proper amount of turbulence to different ki nds of seed for best conditioning results. For instance, fast shake is needed to make grass
seed flow over wire screens, but a sl ower shake insures best sift ing of
weed seeds from evenly shaped, smooth flowi ng seeds and grains.
Adjustable Pitch Screens
Screen pitch determines the speed of seed mass flow over the screens.
Because of the multiplicity of seed sizes and shapes as well as the per-
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centages, sizes and shapes of foreign materials, prec1s1on air/screen
cleaners with adjustable pitch screens allow the operator to select the
best screen pitch for the seed lot he is cond itioning.
As is evident in Figure 69 the steeper the pitch the 1ess contact
the seed mass will have with the screen during its travel from the feed
end of the screen to the discharge end. A steep pitch is generally used
on a scalping screen to "walk" larger trash to the discharge before it
can turn up on end and pass through the perforations. An example would
be straw9 sticks, stems and pods "walking" over the screen with soybean
seed passing through the perforations. As the scalping portion of the
screen cleaning operation is faster than sifting, good seed usually pass
through the perforations by the time they have traveled approximately
one-third to half-way down the screen.
The use of canvas aprons will hel p to keep straw, sticks and stems
laying · flat on top of the sca l ping screen so they will not have a
tendency to turn up on end and pass through the perforations (Figure 7}.
Or, an operator may want to "blank off" the lower portion of the scalping screen in some cases by using unperforated metal sheeting (i .e.,
blanks). The "blanking" method generally causes some loss of good seed
over t ·he screen .
The flatter the pitch the more contact the convnodity will have with
the screen during its travel from the feed end of the screen to the
discharge. Medium to flat pitch is generally used on the sifting screen
to be sure smal l foreign particles come into contact with the screen a
sufficient number of times to find a perforation opening and drop to the
sand pan under the sifting screen. The s ifting operations in air/screen
cleaning determine capacity and the flatter the pitch of the sifting
screens the lower the capac ity. Therefore, the operator should adjust
the pitch of the sifting screen just flat enough to make the desirable
separation . Do not use the flattest pitch available when a medium pitch
setting wil l do the job if you're interested in good capacity as well as
good cleaning.
Screen Blinding
Screen blinding is another major cause of poor cleaning with an
air/screen cleaner . Screen blinding generally occurs on the sifting
screens as small immature seeds and broken kernels that are close to the
same si ze as the screen openings become lodged in them. Naturally, if
the perforations in the screen are blocked or blinded by foreign materials,
the sifting screens cannot perform their task. Therefore, the operator
should make sure that the screen cleaning brushes are properly adjusted
with sufficient pressure so that the bristles just touch the bottom of
the screen. The brushes should not be adjusted to a pressure that makes
the bristles bend over .
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The screens should be checked for blinding at least two or three
times during the day. Sometimes the screens become so heavily blinded
when cleaning that they need to be removed from the cleaner and handcleaned before resuming the cleaning operation.
Screen blinding can also cause problems with other pieces of
finishing equipment in the seed plant. For example, if a seedsman is
using a disc separator following the air/screen cleaner to remove peas
and vetch from wheat and the screens in the air/screen cleaner are
blinded, the pockets in the disc machine will pick up an excessive
amount of the immature seeds and broken kernals still in the seed mass
instead of the peas and vetch for which it is designed.
By taking periodic samples of screenings from the air/screen
cleaner as well as from f inishing equipment such as spirals, disc
separators and gravity tables, the operator can determine if the screens
have blinded. However, the best method would be to periodically stop
the feed input to the air/screen cleaner and visually inspect the
screens.
Screen Dams
Screen dams are thin pieces of wood or metal that are attached
across the top of the screen to retard the sliding motion of the seed
mass traveling down the screen (Figure 7). Dams cause the seed mass to
be heavily sifted so that the smal l weed seeds and broken kernels will
work their way to the bottom of the seed mass and through the perfora tions as expected.
Dams will generally permit running a heavier layer of seed on the
sifting screen with the assurance that better separation and greater
capacities will be obtained. They are also commonly used on the sifting
screens of "fixed- pitch" machines when round shaped seeds are cl eaned.
Counter-Balance
Most commercial air/screen cleaners are made with counter-balanced
construction. That is, they are generally made with two shoes (which
hold the screens) that shake in opposite directions during operation.
Some of the cleaners obtaining this action use two eccentric shafts, one
for each shoe. Should your cleaner be of this type and vibrate excessively or seem to lunge during operation, it could be that the machine
is "out-of-time" . Figure 8 shows that to correct the problem, one must
align the keyways in the eccentric hubs opposite each other. If the top
eccentric shaft keyway is up, the bottom eccentric shaft keyway must be
down.
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HOW TO ADJUST A TIMING

~
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Keyways In the end of shaft are not
plane with those In eccentric.

necess~rl

ly on thb same

Cleaners with timing chains wl I i vibrate badly If the sprockets
are out of time. When timed correctly , the eccentrics are In
opposition and the weight of the shoes are counterbalanced.
Result- a smooth running, vibration-free cleaner wi th minimum
maintenance.

11/78

FERRELL-ROSS
SAG I NA\i, Ml ,

Figure 8.

Adjustment of timing-chain on air/screen cleaner.
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Timing drives generally consist of sprockets and chain or timing
belt drives. If either slips more than a notch or two during operation,
the cleaner will no longer be counter-bal anced for smooth operation and
will not impart the proper vibrating action to the seed mass for effective cleaning. Check to see if either type drive has excessive wear and
if so, replace them with new parts.
Operation and Maintenance Manuals
All too often operation and maintenance manuals are thrown into a
desk drawer and forgotten. They are printed by the manufacturers of
air/ screen cleaners to assist you - their customers - in the proper care
and adjustment of the machines you purchase. The manuals, however, are
of no value unless used.
Al l of the items discussed here are included in most operation
manuals . Screen suggestions for market, commercia l and precision seed
conditioning are almost always included as well as recommendations on
screen pitch and shaker shaft speeds for different seed commodities.
Use them. They will make your job easier and your seed cleaner!
If you cannot find the solution to your problem in the operation or
maintenance manual s, ask questions. We are all here to assist you.
That's our job!
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GRAVITY TABLE SEPARATIONS
Jim Henderson

Y

Some of the things the specific gravity separator can do for the
seed conditioner are to:
1.

Separate chipped, broken, mashed, deformed, diseased and
other lightweight seeds which improves both purity and germination of the good seed.

2.

Separate stones, soil particles, sand, nails, cup bolts and
other similar objects that are heavier than the seed.

3.

Separate weed seeds that other machines "miss".

4.

Permits capacity increases for basic cleaning machines because the gravity takes out contaminants that flood over the
bottom screens.

5.

Cause operators to maintain the correct rate of flow through
preceding conditioning machines because the seeds on the
gravity are visible and the correct level of operation is out
in the open for anyone (including the Boss) to see.

It seems to me that any machine that can contribute in all these
ways to the business of conditioning seed ought to be used universally
and routinely. But, many seedsmen consider, or used to consider, the
gravity to be too slow, too delicate, too difficult to keep in adjustment and just not suited to high capacity plants which condition hundreds of bushels of seed soybeans or seed grain per hour. Yes, only a
couple of years ago you might have read comments to the effect that the
gravity table was capable of doing highly desirable seed conditioning,
but was generally considered too slow to work on soybeans or seed grains.
But things are changing. Now, there are numerous installations of
gravities in plants doing upwards of 400 bushels per hour. And, the
work they are doing just puts "smiles" on the faces of the seedsmen
using them. Most would never have believed how much junk they had been
putting in the bag B.G. (before gravities ) .
The first gravity sepa rator I ever saw was being used to upgrade
the germination of sweet clover seed. It separated a portion of the
lighter weight seed from the mass, and since these lighter seed ger-

11 Jim Henderson, Sales and Service, 5054 Strawpocket , Columbus,
OH 43081

so
minated very low, the heavier ones gave a higher germination test.
The second gravity I ran across was making a really spectacular
separation of wild turnipseed from crimson clover seed . Perhaps the
separation appeared so spectacular because of color differences that
made it easy to see the black turnipseed being separated from the yellowish crimson clover seed. It was clearly visible and memorable.
Down through the years I've seen gravities in many seed plants,
heard many lectures on them here at Mississippi State, and got to know
the people who build them. But, I really did not understand them, and
might never have learned enough to be invited to talk to you about them,
had I not sold one . Having sold one, I was obligated to make it work.
With lots of help from Jim Thomas (Oliver Mfg.), we made it work . As I
sold more and more gravities, and as the users kept calling me back to
reset the machines whenever it was time to change from beans to wheat or
whatever, I had to learn more and more about the machines in order to be
able to teach my customers about them too, and how to make changes when
needed. I'm going to try to explain gravities to you in a way that you
can understand and, thus, recognize how valuable they can be in any seed
conditioning plant .
Things One Needs to Know About Gravities
A gravity is a sort of vibrating conveyor: angled springs support
the deck and eccentrics shakes or vibrate it. Every time the deck
"shakes", the materials on that deck make a little "hop". The faster
the deck shakes, the faster and further the materials (e.g., seed) hop.
The tilt of the deck i s adjusted so that the seeds have to hop uphill,
with a side slope at right angle to the tilt so that they also tend to
curve down the slope at the same time. If there were no air movement
through the deck mesh, all the seed on the deck would hop uphill, and
try to climb over the top rail and fall off the deck. But, a current of
control led air i s either drawn or blown t hrough the mesh of the deck and
the layer of seed on the deck. When this current of air is correctly
adjusted, the seeds are VERTICALLY STRATIFIED with the lighter ones in
the top of the layer and the heavier ones on the bottom in contact with
the deck (Figure 1) . The heavi er seeds in contact with the deck receive
the full impetus of the deck moti on (shake) and hop up the hill. The
lighter seed on top of the layer receive little or no impetus from the
deck shake and slide across the layer toward the low end of the slope
under the influence of gravity, so that the materials on the deck
STRATIFY HORIZONALLY and can be separated (Figure 2).
Gravities are built with different shapes of decks . Perhaps the
simplest i s the destoner or stoner . The stoner has an elongated diamond
shape deck which is fed in the middle. The deck shake makes the seeds
try to hop uphill, but the air current floats the lighter particles
(seed) so that they slide down the slope and with proper adjustment,
only the stones hop uphill. The seeds slide down the slope under the
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Principles of. gravity separation. A- Fan intake closed; no o
stratification. B - Proper volume of air flowing through
the deck; seed stratified by density. C- Excessive volumeeee
of air flowing through the deck disruptTng the stratifi cation.
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Once the seed have been stratified, the different layers can
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influence of gravity and discharge off the down end.
I have been told that the first gravity was developed as an ore
concentrator. It was used to separate a small percentage of ore granules from granulized rock, and so was designed to have the good ore
particles move the longest way across the deck for ever increasing
concentration. From this machine the gravity with triangular deck
evolved, and for a long time was the style used in seed plants . Because
of its shape , it does its best work when separating a small percentage
of heavy particles from the mass. Frequently, however, the separation
most needed is removal of a small percentage of lighter particles from
the mass. In their situation, the triangular shape deck is not as
appropriate . A rectangular deck is better because it is designed to
have the li ghter portion of the mass make the l ong travel the length of
the deck and become more and more concentrated; it does its best work
when used to separate a small fraction of light weight particles from
the mass. Figure 3 shows the ·shapes of the two deck styles and illustrates how each concentrates the portion it was designed to separate.
In most cases, the heavy seed were the good seed and could be
rapidly drawn off the deck through "trap gates" a1ong the upper ra i1
leaving only a greatly reduced percentage of the flow to make the long
travel to the discharge end of the deck. The result was a good increase
in capacity. Since "drawing off" a large percentage of the seeds (heavies) from the top side of the deck reduced the depth of the layer of
seeds on the "lower" parts of the deck, it was desirable to reduce the
air pressure for the thinner layer of seeds toward the discharge end of
the deck.
Earlier machines had one fan mounted either below or above the deck
and had to rely on baffles under the deck to spread and make even the
air pressure across the deck. The retangular deck machines were built
with multiple small fan s under the deck, each blowing air through the
zone directly above it and each individually controlled to compensate
for the dimini shi ng depth of seed as they travelled down the deck . This
individual zone control of air allows the operator to route the flow of
the lighter fraction so as to maintain maximum concentration. And, once
adjusted for one kind of seed, the machine remains in adjustment with
only minor tuni ng to compensate for changes in size or quality of different lots.
A user recently told me that they ran soybeans seed for three
months thi s winter without changing an adjustment . I call that unusual,
but the simple adjustments and their effects are easy to learn. Plus,
the little bit of "thinking" needed to operate a gravity causes some to
do more thinking about other machines they normally take for granted.
Figure 4 shows the correct and several incorrect flow patterns over
the deck and the appropriate corrective actions are indicated. But,
there is one incorrect adjustment that I see all too often whi ch is not
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well illustrated. It is the use of too much air, and is likly a result
of trying to get more from the machine than it can do well. You 11 can
tell at a glance when there is too much air: a bursting 11 bubble effect
is quite evident.
I should mention that there are three and sometimes four flows
discharging from the deck (Figure 5): the stones (if any), the good
heavy weight seeds, the reruns, and the culls. If there are few or no
stones, the gate at the stone trap is left closed and only opened
briefly once in a while to draw off whatever stones have collected in
the stone trap. If there are lots of stones, the gate should be left
open enough to let them out and they can be directed to a destoner to
recover any good seeds discharged with them. The rerun portion - often
called the middling product- is important to a good operation. The
cutting "fingers" or dividers can be set to eliminate culls in the good
seed and good seed in the culls letting any marginal seeds go into the
rerun. When running fairly good quality seed, the rerun will likely be
less than 10%. That percentage can grow when the problem is, for example, separating scabby wheat or moldy soybeans. If there were no
rerun the operator would face decisions that would result in good seed
being lost or bad seed in the bag. With rerun, a small mix of goods and.
bads can be recirculated for another pass. The rerun or middling,
therefore, is a blessing rather than a curse .
While the seeds that come to the gavity should have been thoroughly
cleaned, some of them will still carry dirt and dust on their surfaces
which· rub 1oose in handling or are b1own free by the fans. The gravity
can be hooded with a suction fan to remove the dust, and this is advisable when the machine is in a close area. However, when there is a
good open area around it and good ventilation, adequate removal of dust
and hulls can be effected by an aspirating feeder using a small fan to
draw a current of air through the flow of seeds as they pass from the
feeder onto the dec k.
Capacity - No Problem
I know you're thinking about capacity- that's no problem. To
achieve the 400 bushel per hour capacity plus that I mentioned earlier,
a pair of machines is set side by side to split the flow from a "double"
capacity cleaner.
Worth Repeating
So, I find it worth repeating that you, as well as many others , are
finding, or will find, specific gravity separators to be extremely
useful to:
1.

Separate chipped, broken, mashed, deformed, diseased and
other lightweight seeds with resultant improvements in both
purity and germination.
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Figure 3.

Comparison of retangular and triangular
gravity table decks.
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end raise
Increase fe ed

Figure 4. Common operating problems with a gravity separator and suggested corrective actions.
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2.

Separate stones, soil peds, sand, nails, cup bolts and other
objects that are heavier than the seeds.

3.

Separate weed seeds that other machines cannot remove.

4.

Permit capacity increases from existing seed conditioning
machines because the gravity takes out things that get flooded
over the bottom screens .

5.

Cause operators to maintain the correct rate of flow through
preceding conditioning machines because the seeds on the
gavity are highly visible.
Sunmary

The gravity is a unique and versatile separator. Its effective use
does require a bit of thinking, but so does (or should) all conditioning
equipment and operations. More and more seedsmen are finding that the
gravity i s important, even essential, in turning out the kind of seed
product they want associated with their company name or brand. Try the
gravity. Learn to use it properly. If you do, it'll become one of the
key machines in your operation.
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SEED HEALTH:

AN IMPORTANT QUALITY FACTOR
D. C. McGee 1l

When the American farmer plants seed, he usually expects that almost al l of it will emerge at about the same time to produce a uniform
stand of healthy seedlings. For the most part, his expectations are
realized. A complex technology i s required to maintain this standard of
quality in an industry that must provide sufficient seed to plant more
than 350 million acres of crops annual ly in the U.S.A. The product is
the end result of a procedure involving growing, harvesting, conditioning, storing and planting the seed . Throughout this process, the
seed must be handled carefull y to avoi d mechanical damage, it must be
protected from adverse environmental conditions and protected from
insect pests and diseases.
No one of these factors is necessarily more important than the
others. There are few seed crops, however, in which some measure of
disease control is not necessary during production. Some well-known
examples of such control include fungicide treatment of corn seed,
testing bean seeds for bacterial blights, and the location of seed
production of cruciferous crops in the Pacifi c-Northwest. These control
practices were developed because diseases severely limited seed production. They have been used successfully for many years. As agri cultural technology changes, however, with the introduction of new
varieties, changes in cultural practices, development of new crops, and
increased movement of germplasm across geographical boundaries, the seed
disease situation may alter significantly, either because of changes in
the importance of known pathogens or because of the appearance of new
ones. It also is general ly recognized that, with many of the major
crops in the world, plant breeding is unlikely to continue to make the
dramatic increases in yield achieved in the past . Greater emphasis,
therefore, wil l be placed on improving other aspects of crop production
to optimize yield potential. An increasing demand for high quality seed
is therefore likely. Seed pathology, because of its important role in
seed quality, must continued to develop to meet these future needs of
the seed industry.
Jj Seed Pathologist, Department of Plant Pathology, Seed and l~eed

Sciences, Iowa State University, Ames, IA
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Scope of Seed Disease Problems
The annotated list of seed-borne diseases published in 1979 records
al most 1500 seed- borne microorganisms on about 600 genera of agricultural, horticultural, and tree crops. From the plant quarantine standpoint, these statistics do not exaggerate the magnitude of the problems
involved in controlling the movement of seed-borne microorganisms into
areas where they have not previously been recorded. The figures are
misleading, however, in estimating the extent of seed-borne microorganisms as problems when seed is produced for established crop production areas where the microorganisms are known to be present.
To obtain a perspective of this aspect of seed-borne disease, seedborne microorganisms can be considered under four classes. One consists
of pathogens for which the seed is the main source of inoculum and, when
seed infection is controlled, the disease is effectively controlled. An
example would be lettuce mosaic virus. For many of these pathogens, the
importance of seed- borne inoculum has been long recogni zed, and control
practices have been developed. Another class consists of important
pathogens that are seed-borne, but in which the seed-borne phase of the
disease is of minor significance as a source of inoculum. An example is
Lepthosphaeria maculans, the cause of blackleg of oilseed rape. In
Victoria, Australia, where this pathogen is a limiting factor in oilseed
rape production, seed-borne inoculum does occur . However, in fields in
which rape was grown in the previous year, large amounts of rape residue, covered with perithecia of L. maculans were found at the beginning
of the following season. When seedlots with different amounts of seed
infection were planted in a field which had not previously grown rape
but was located near fields in which rape had been grown in the previous
year, blackleg severity was the same across plots from all seedlots
throughout the growing season, suggesting that crop residues in neighboring fields were the major source of inoculum and that seed- borne
inoculum was of minor importance. The third and largest group of seedborne organisms are those that have never been shown to cause disease as
a result of their presence on seeds. An example would be Chaetomium
spp. on soybeans. Studies of nine fungal genera commonly found on
soybean seeds showed that only Phomopsis and Fusarium spp. were associated with reduced viability of seeds. Rather than having detrimental
effects on seeds, some of the microorganisms in this class may in fact
be beneficial . Interactions between fungi on soybean seeds could possibly be manipulated to control pathogenic fungi. The presence of
nonpathogenic fungi in seedlots can cause considerabl e confusion in
routine laboratory germination tests . The environmental conditions
during these tests usually involve high humidity and high temperatures,
allowing rapid growth of fungi such as Rhizopus and Aspergillus on the
seed that tends to exaggerate the amount of the contamination of the
seedlot by these fungi. Perfectly healthy seedlots sometimes are considered by inexperienced seed analysts to be "diseased" because of the
growth of such fungi, despite high germination counts. Finally there is
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a group of microorganisms that can infect seed either in the field or in
storage causing reduction in yield and seed quality. Examples of field
infecting fungi include Oiplodia, Gibberella, and Fusarium spp . on corn,
and Fusarium, Cl adosporium , or Alternaria spp . on cereals. The storage
fungi, Aspergil lus and Penicillium spp ., can invade most types of seeds
under high-moisture storage conditions.
At present, only a small proportion of the 1500 microorganisms
li sted as being seed-borne realistically can be assigned to any of the
four classes just defined. Other than the fa'c t that they have been
shown to be associated with seeds, there usually is little information
to indicate the significance of the seed- borne nature of many of these
microorganisms.
Options in Seed Disease Control
Although many of the strategies used in controlling diseases in
grain crops also can be applied for seed crops , special considerations
regarding the quality of the produce make disease control in seed crops
a more complicated matter. There also are options available in controlling seed diseases that cannot be used for grai n crops.
Cu ltural practices may be appropriate when inoculum persists in the
soil or on crop residues . Burning grass seed production fields in
Oregon destroys inoculum of Gloeotinia temulenta (blind seed) and
Claviceps (ergot) than can survive on unharvested seed. Soybean seed
infection by Phomopsis spp. can be reduced by rotating soybean seed
fields with corn rather than using a continuous soybean rotation. Other
cu l tural practices such as varying planting time are sometimes effective. Winter wheat sown ea rly in autumn may escape infection from bunt
(Tilletia foetida, I· caries) because plants are past the susceptible
growth stage before spores germinate, while later-sown crops may become
infected .
Breeding for resistance to seed diseases specifically to improve
seed quality is usually not economically feasible in temperate regions
of the world unl ess the disease also is an important problem in grain
production fields . This approach, however, may be of more i mportance in
underdeveloped countries where the major source of seed is that which
the farmer saves from his grain crops.
Disease control has been a major consideration in locating seed
production in particular geographical areas. Much seed production,
therefore, is concentrated in Californi a, Oregon, and Washington where
warm, dry conditions are unfavorable for disease development. On a
small er scal e, the isolation of seed fields from ot her fie lds of the
same crop within the same growing region also will be of value in disease control. ~lhile this practice is primarily used to maintain varieta l purity, it also serves to isolate the fi elds from inoculum of
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airborne pathogens.
Storage conditions are a major consideration in maintaining seed
quality. Most seedsmen appreciate the importance of correct storage
conditions, but few probably realize that prevention of invasion by
storage fungi (Aspergillus and Penicillium spp.) is one of the main
reasons for maintaining seed moisture content below certain levels. In
many tropical countries, where controlled environment storage facilities
may not be available, maintenance of seed viability under conditions of
high relative humidity and temperature is one of the most important
limiting factors of seed production.
The importance of seed conditioning in controlling seed diseases is
often overlooked. The process of cleaning and sizing seedlots automatically eliminates diseased seeds where their physical characteristics
have been altered and structures of pathogens such as galls or sclerotia
are present. Seed conditioning equipment has considerable potential as
a means of reducing the amount of a pathogen in a seedlot to tolerable
levels. There are few examples in the literature, however, of research
in this direction. The results of gravity table separation of "scabby"
wheat seed presented in Figure 1 are illustrative of what can be done.
Perhaps the most widely used seed disease control practice is
treatment of seed with fungicides. For some crops, (e.g., corn and
peanuts) the use of fungicides with broad spectra of activity against
soil and seed-borne pathogens has been tried and tested over many years
and the benefits are well established. Treatment of cereal seeds with
fungicides specifically active against smuts also have proved beneficial
in some circumstances. However, with other crops such as soybeans, the
value of fungicide seed treatment has not been clearly demonstrated.
This is in part due to a lack of knowledge of the factors that influence
the efficacy of seed treatment.
Physical seed treatments using hot water or aerated steam also are
used to control seed diseases. The benefits of these treatments, however,
often have to be balanced against the damage done to seed viability.
The use of hot water to control blackleg (Phoma lingam) and blackrot
(Xanthomonas campestris) in high-value hybrid cabbage seed exemplifies
this problem.
There has been considerable interest in recent years in treating
seed with fungi and bacteria that are antagonistic to seed or soil-borne
pathogens. So far, however, the results have been inconsistent. As
Kommedahl and Windels suggest, one of the major problems with this apprach is a lack of understanding of the ecology of the microorganisms
involved. Biological seed treatment certainly has potential, but will
not be widely accepted by the seed industry until these problems are
resolved.
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Fungicides also are used as foliar sprays to control disease on the
seed . This method is not used as widely as seed treatment, primarily
because of costs. In the U.S.A., foliar application of benomyl on
soybeans has been used to control Phomopsis spp. seed infection. The
value of this treatment has been questioned, however, in production
areas such as Iowa where the severity of the diesease does not justify
the use of the fungici de in some yea rs . The recommendations for the use
of this fungicide were based on little knowledge of the disease epidemiology. Usi ng earlier information obtained in Iowa, considerable
progress has been made on developing a predictive method for the use of
foliar fungicides on soybean seed crops based on measurements of
Phomopsis pod infection. This could lead to much more efficient use of
this control practice.
Seed diseases can also be controlled by seed health inspection
programs. These are carried out either by field inspection of seed
crops or by laboratory tests on harvested seeds. These methods are used
for seedlots that have to be certified for plant quarantine purposes and
for pathogens for which tolerances of seed- borne inoculum have been
e stab1i s hed .
Seed Health Testing
Seed health testing is one aspect of seed pathology that has been
well investigated. Diseased seeds can sometimes be detected by visual
examination of dry seed , but this method of assessment of seed-borne
inoculum rarely is sensitive enough to be of practical value. Most
tests involve either plating seeds on culture media, incubating them on
blotters , or growing them in sand or soil/sand mixtures. Certain
special tests are possible for particular pathogens, such as the embryo
test for loose smut of cereals or the water droplet test for Gloeotinia
temulenta in ryegrass. Serological tests for detection of seed-borne
bacteria and viruses also have been developed. For many pathogens, the
values obtained in laboratory tests cannot be related to the risk of
disease development once the seed is planted. The test that provides
the highest count for a pathogen may not be the most useful in predicting field disease. In tests for seed-borne Fusarium avenaceum on
subterranean clover in Australia, seed infection averaged 67% on culture
plates and 5% on blotters. A selective medium was used in the plate
test thus eliminating competition from other seed-borne organisms that
might restrict the growth of F. avenaceum from the seed onto the medium.
In the blotter test, however,-the pathogen was detected only after it
had grown on the seed and caused a rotting of the emerged radicle. It
is possible that the latter test gave a better measure of the seed-borne
inoculum that had the potential to cause root rot in the field. Unless
epidemiologi cal studies are made to relate laboratory seed health tests
to the risk of subsequent field disease, these tests are of little
practical value .
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SEED TREATMENTS:

PAST, PRESENT, FUTURE

Kyle W. Rushing ll
Seed treatment technology, as it has been known, is presently
undergoing dramatic changes. We have entered a 11 new era 11 in seed treatment. No longer can seed treatment be considered just as 11 cheap 11 insurance for the grower. For the next few minutes I would like to
briefly review the past, discuss present and future trends in the seed
treatment industry, and broadly define the "new era 11 for seed treatment.
After World War II, agriculture in the United States underwent
dramatic transformation. A rapid decline in rural population eliminated
the working manpower required to produce food and fiber for the country;
therefore, a transition to mechanization and chemical control agents was
mandatory in filling this void so that crop production could increase to
support a growing population. In addition, hybridization and genetic
improvement of many crops greatly improved yield by providing varieties
with superior disease and insect resistance and improved ability to
utilize fertilizers and minor elements.
Many organic chemicals entered the agronomic market during the
1950's and 60's. The seed treatment fungicide and insecticide chemistry
available was, in general, very broad spectrum in activity and had
multiple crop application. In 1968 the enactment of E.P.A. and new
legislation regulating the use of pesticides, resulted in the loss of
many of the older compounds from the marketplace. The registration
process for new chemicals became extremely difficult and costly because
of the additional toxicology research required . As a result of these
changed circumstances, the number of new seed treatment compounds; i.e . ,
fungicides and insecticides, entering the marketplace has been limited .
During the past fifteen years many compounds were lost in the re-registration process; consequently, voids presently exist in some crop areas.
The trend of the major chemical suppliers during this period was to
invest in research in areas which offered the highest potential for
success and profit (e.g., herbicide and foliar insecticide markets). As
these markets became saturated, however, many companies began to consider
or reconsider the fungicide and seed treatment areas. Since 1978 tremendous developments have occurred and we in the seed industry will
benefit greatly from the new chemistry being developed.
In 1976, Gustafson, Inc., initiated a research and development
program to investigate potential candidate materials which might have
application in the seed treatment area. The objective of the work has

TX.

Yvice-President, Research and Development, Gustafson, Inc., Dallas,
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been to bring to the industry new replacement products with increased
performance in the case of existing problems, and to find so lutions for
new problems. We recognized immediately that the new chemistry being
invented was very active, yet very specific in the spectrum of activity .
Thus, combinations of the new products will be requi red to replace the
old broad spectrum compounds. At this time I would li ke to discuss
several of the new products whi ch have recently been approved for use by
E.P.A . and a few that are nearing approval. These compounds represent
the new chemistry which wi 11 take us into the "new era " in seed treatment - an era that will be characterized by an integrated control approach involving a balance of chemical, genetic and biological approaches.
The use of the seed as the carrier for the new generation of chemicals
i s also important because it greatly simplifies application, permits
uniform and accurate application rates of the treatment on each seed,
and eliminates and/or minimizes the exposure of the grower and environment to the pesticide and/or treatment.
Over the past three years we have worked with several proprietary
companies around the world in seeking out new compounds that exhibit
systemic act i vity against specific pests, both disease and insect.
During the 1982-1983 seed treating season a number of these compounds
entered the market, either as a federal registration or under a spec ial
registration. I will now discuss these and then mention several other
products which are nearing registration.
Products With Federal Registration

Apron i s a highly systemic fungicide from Ciba-Geigy Corporation
which is very specific in controlling the Phycomycetes class of gungi
(Pythium, Phytophthora and downy mildew). The early season control of
Pythium ~· and Phytophthora can be accomplished at .25 to .50 ounces
active ingredient per hundredweight of seed. Systemic and secondary
downy mildew i nfections can be suppressed to non-economic levels at
1.0 - 2.0 ounces active ingredient per hundredweight. These rates are
dependent on the crop being grown. Due to the specific activity of
Apron, Ciba-Geigy and Gustafson, Inc . , recommend that it be used in
combination with a protectant fungicide, i.e., captan, thiram or Vitavax
200. Apron is available as a flowable 2.67 pounds per gallon from
Gustafson, Inc., or as a 25% wettable powder . The labeled crops are
numerous and additional crop usage is presently pending at E.P.A .

...

EPIC
EPIC is a systemic fungicide from BASF-Germany and Gustafson, Inc .
During 1983 a Federal experimental use permit (E. U.P.) was granted by
E.P.A. which permitted a quantity of EPIC to be used in the cotton seed
treatment area. This product has excellent systemic activity in controlling Rhizoctonia ~· (soreshin) on cotton and many other crops. A
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petition has been submitted to E.P.A. for full federal clearance for the
1983-1984 treating season on cotton. Additional crops will be added to
the label (sugar beets, beans, peanuts, etc.). EPIC is a f lowable
product of 4.16 pounds per gallon, with the optimum use rate of 1.5
ounces active ingredient per hundredweight for most crops.
Gustafson Tops 2.5 Potato Dust
Gustafson Tops 2.5 Potato Dust is a product being offered through
Pennwalt Company, U.S.A. It has excellent activity against potato seed
piece Fusarium and Rhizoctonia infections and acts as a local systemic
providing early season protection from these diseases.
The products mentioned above have demonstrated superior disease
control and suppression over standard treatments being used. For several crops, a new dimension of disease control is being offered by
Apron, as it is the first chemical to systemi cal l y control Pythium,
Phytophthora and downy mildew. Therefore, Apron will become a useful
tool in an integrated chemical-geneti c-biol ogical control program.
Products Nearing Registration
Baytan

®

Baytan is a highly systemic fungicide from Sayer-Germany. A
Federal petition has been filed with E.P.A . for the use of the compound
on small grain. Its activity is broad spectrum (covered and loose
smuts, powdery mildew, rusts, barley stripe , and suppression of the
"take-all" complex). Baytan is presently being widely used in Europe.
Under similar U.S. growi ng conditions as those found in Europe, the
product should have tremendous potential. Baytan will be marketed as a
2.67 pounds per gallon flowable. It is also being investigated as a
potential control agent for the fescue fungal endophyte, Acromonium. To
date, investigations have given positive results. As Baytan chemistry
is known to exhibit plant growth regulator effects, accuracy in application is mandatory.
ABG-4000
ABG-4000 is a selected bacterial variant of the Bacil lus subtillus
bacteria from Abbott Laboratories which readily inoculates peanuts when
applied as a seed treatment and enhances plant development and yield .
Mode of action has not been specifically identified to date, but preliminary evidence of antibiotic and hormonal activity are under investigation. Demonstrations in 1982 on approximately 4,500 acres of peanuts
showed an average thirteen percent (13%) yield increase, with a range
from three to forty-four percent (3 - 44%) . Extensive trials are
planned for 1983. The bacterial isolates are compatible with the standard peanut fungicide seed treatments; therefore, an integrated chemical,
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biological and genetic control program for peanuts is nearing reality.
Reldan®
Reldan is an organo-phosphate insecticide from Dow Chemical . This
product has excellent activity as a stored grain insecticide with the
potential of replacing malathion, which has been increasingly ineffective because of developing resistance by many problem insects. Reldan
residual activity at si x to twelve {6 - 12) parts per million (ppm) is
very effective for one year. Reldan, as a seed treatment, would al so
replace methoxychlor. Approval by E.P.A. is expected in mid-1984.
In addition to the products discussed, numerous other compounds are
undergoing investigation. We are most appreciative of the proprietary
chemical companies who have awakened to this much neglected area of
agricultural chemical use. We are also encouraged by recent developments at E.P.A. which have permitted some of this new chemistry to enter
the marketplace.
One of the current major voids is the soil insecticide area.
Heptachlor is presently in a phase-out program and its l oss will leave a
void in certain crops , particularly sorghum. Only three (3) products
(Lindane, Lorsban and Diazinon) are in use and each has certain crop
limitations. The industry desperately needs a broad spectrum insecticide for wireworm, seed corn maggot, cut worm, and thief ant contro l. A
systemic for early season green bug, chinch bug, thrip, and aphid control would also have a tremendous potential.
I feel that we are now in the .. new era 11 of seed treatment, and with
forthcoming developments in genetic engineering, DNA transfer, fluid
sowing, cloning, and new biological and chemical breakthroughs, the next
five to ten years are going to be truly exciting. Seed treatment, the
art of yester-year, has now become a sophisticated science.
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QUALITY ASSURANCE PROGRAMS - AN OVERVIEW
Charles C. Baskin

11

Every seedsman or seed company has a quality assurance program.
Quality assurance programs vary greatly because of differences among
seedsmen in what they want to accomplish . Some seedsmen want only the
basic information required for marketing, i.e., germination and purity
for labelling purposes. In some cases, this is all a quality assurance
program consists of. At the other end of the scale are very sophisticated programs that establish procedures and obtain information for the
various stages of producing, harvesting, conditioning, marketing and
storage of seed. Each individual situation must be evaluated as to what
i s needed in terms of a quality control program, and each seedsman must
decide what needs to be incorporated into his quality assurance program.
Quality control begins in the field. If you are employing contract
growers, it begins with grower selection. You want the best grower
available to produce your seed: a grower who will follow recommended
agricultural practices for your area; one who is conscientious about
what he produces; and who takes pride in doing a good job .
Field selection is extremely important. Seed is a more valuable
commodity than grain or forage. So select your most productive fields
for seed production. Field selection is also the best way to avoid weed
problems. Weed seed are not the only problem but weeds do reduce
yields, harvesting efficiency and seed quality. Isolation is another
factor that i s best considered at field selection time. Know what
isolation requirements are necessary for the crop in question and be
sure that they can be met when seed fields are selected.
Plant good seed. If you are producing certified seed you are
required to plant seed of a specified class. If not, high quality
standards are important anyway: seed that are free of weed seed, seed
of known genetic origin, that have good germination and vigor , that will
produce a desirable stand of vigorous plants. This makes subsequent
management decisions much easier. Some one has said that getting a
good , clean stand is half of making a crop.
Control weeds. \~eeds not only present seed problems but reduce
yields and harvesting efficiency. Use a herbicide program t hat will

11 Extension Seed Specialist, Mississippi Cooperative Extension
Service , Mississippi State University.
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give good weed control. Fertilize adequately. Good fertility is essential to producing high yields of good seed. Some crops require
special fertility programs, such as boron for clover seed production.
Know what your particular crop requires and provide it.
Other good crop production practices such as insect control should
be followed. Application of fungicides during the growing season may be
necessary as in the case of soybeans.
About harvest time a quality control program begins to revolve
around a testing program. This may be done in your laboratory or some
other laboratory.
Harvest carefully. Harvesting is one of the most critical times in
the life of a seed. Seed should be harvested as soon as possible after
physiological maturity to keep field deterioration to a minimum. Some
seed, like corn, are best harvested at high moisture content and dried,
others are allowed to dry to a safe storage moisture in the field.
Delaying harvest is equivalent to storing seed in the field and rarely
are field conditions very good storage conditions.
Mechanical damage is another factor affecting quality that can very
easily occur at harvest. Adjustment of combines or other harvesting
equipment is critical. Setting equipment only once and making no adjustments for changes in field and crop conditions can result in considerable damage and/or harvest losses . Check grain tanks on combines
frequently to know what is taking place and make adjustments accordingly.
Additional mechanical damage can occur in handling. Damage is
related to seed moisture content. Desirable seed moisture to minimize
problems varies with the species and the number of times seed are
handled. The adjustments and type of conveying equipment are also very
important. Belts and bucket elevators are generally less damaging than
augers. Operating speed, rate of feed and maintenance of the equipment
in a good state of repair are as important as the type of equipment
used .
If seed are to be dried, drying temperature, rate or speed of
drying and amount of drying are factors that must be coordinated to
maintain quality.
During harvesting and bulk handling/storage, routine samples should
be taken to determine mechanical damage and moisture. There are various
methods to determine mechanical damage. One effective, quick easy way
is simply visual observation under magnification, if necessary. There
are other methods for more detailed evaluation such as fast green for
corn and indoxyl acetate for soybeans .
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D-IART 1

SOC SlEPS IN A GlJALilY ASSUfW'KE PfOJfWt1

Careful selection of grot~ers
careful selection of Drcxktioo fields
Plant gxxJ seed
Foil eM best cultural Practices
COntrol weeds
Inspect fields periodicallY
Tirrely cn:l careful

mrvestirn

Proper aerution ard bulk storage
StM'l..E AND lEST

ftt>re tim cxjeqL.Dte cordi tioning
Treat seed as recarrrerded
Package attractively

StM'lE AND TEST
Store seeds to maintain qualitY
Prepare seed for marketirn
SJM>I..E AND TEST
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mART 2

ESSENTIAL FEAlURES

a= A QUALHY ASSUAANCE PJUJR.Att1

1. Qu:ll i ty stcnilrds to be cxllered to in caroony are detennined
and estab Ii sha:i.

2. lhe or:>eratioml Procedures th:Jt Will be follOfled tO acrei ve
the established stancilrds are prarulooted and well l<r'xJfK1
to all workers.
·
3. A unit or person resiXJlsible for quality assurance is
CJ)IX)inted and fTIX.Ie accomtable to hlQ'lest level of <XJeratiorol
flD'lOOT8lt

I

4. SYstans of inspection and test111J are estcbllshed to assure
toot oc:>eratiorill procedures are beirn follOfJed crd that quality
stardards are rret.
5. Quality problans are identified and ®ru:>iate corrective
actions are taken or revisions in operaticn:Jl procedures.
6. Effective feectxtk systan is in Place.
7. M efficient systan for receiving and resoondirn to caTPlaints
is well oosi tioned and sLPoorted.
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Some estimation of viability during this harvesting and rece1v1ng
period would be highly desirable so that seed that are not acceptable
can be eliminated before they go into storage; however, this is not
possible in many instances . The cutting test for cottonseed is one of
the few tests that permits an estimate of germination in a few minutes.
Once seed are harvested, dried as needed, and in storage they
should be adjusted to a temperature that is desirable for storage. The
quality of most seeds can be maintained quite well at temperatures of 50
to 60 degrees F. Aeration to cool seed and to maintain desirable temperature and moisture content is extremely important. No aeration or
inadequate aeration can result in loss of quality in a relatively short
period of time.
Extensive testing needs to be done before conditioning . The amount
of testing you do depends on your needs . If all you need is information
for labelling then standard germination and purity tests are adequate.
If you need additional information about the physiological condition of
seed lots, other tests such as the cold test for corn, accelerated aging
for several species, particularly soybeans, tetrazolium test for many
species and several other tests can be incorporated into your program.
Certainly you want to identify those seed lots that are not suitable for sale and eliminate these if they cannot be upgraded . If you
are involved with producing seed where there is usually some carryover,
knowing which lots would maintain viability best in carryover storage
could be invaluable .
Regular sampling at critical points throughout the conditioning
sequence and routine testing will help identify problems if they occur
and give you some basis for solving them as rapidly as possible .
Testing the finished product is the final step in most quality
control programs. Here again, you may employ as few or as many tests as
you feel are necessary to meet your particular needs. Certainly you
must determi ne at this point that your produce is up to your standards.
If seed are stored for several months after conditioning and prior to
shipping , additional sampl ing and testing may be required.

PRODUCTION

STORAGE

~

I

~

-'="'

HARVEST

I

QUALITY
CONTROL

/

/TESTING~

TREATING

I

DRYING

~ PROCESSING /
THE QUALITY CONTROL LABORATORY IS THE HUB
OF A SEED QUALITY CONTROL PROGRAM
FIGURE I
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COMPUTER APPLICATIONS MINICOURSE
by
Warren C. Couvillion, Wesley Wolfe and Mike Argo ll
This m1n1course is divided into three segments: (1) Concepts and
Hardware; (2) General Applications (Software); and (3) Seed Business
Applications. The objecti ve of the minicourse is to familiarize shortcourse participants with microcomputers and their val ue or potential
value in the seed industry.
Concepts and Hardware
We have entered an age of high involvement with computers whether
we like it or not. In the past computers were mysterious machines that
only large corporations and universities could afford, and kept hidden
in air-conditioned, well guarded rooms. Recent developments, however,
have placed computers in the grasp of almost every business, even every
household . Most of us are a bit intimidated by computers; however, our
children take them in stride and even feel they are deprived if they do
not have one . People also fought and resisted the introduction of the
.. horseless carriage 11 and the replacement of mules by tractors. It is a
natural tendency to resist change; thus, in this respect, computers are
not a new phenomenon .
Several definitions useful in any discussion of computer applications are given in Table l.
In addition to the hardware components shown in Table 2 there are
several other hardware components in computer systems . Most systems in
use now usually include a CRT, printer, and disk drive . In addition,
plotters, digitizers, voice synthesizers, phone modems, hard disk, joy
sticks, envelope feeders, and sheet feeders are also available. As with
the CPU ' s shown in Table 2 there exists a wide range in prices for some
of these hardware components as follows: printers $250 to $2,700;
plotters $250 to $2,000; phone modems $150 to $200; hard disk $2,500 to
$5,400 (depending on size).

11 Agr. Economist, MSU; Computer Specialist, MCES/MSU; Management
Systems Analyst, MAFES/MSU, respectively .
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Table 1.

Pertinent definitions--computer applications.

Microcomputer--A small but complete computer system, including CPU,
memory, CRT, input/output (I/0) devices and a power supply.
CPU--Central processing unit. The computer module in charge of fetching,
decoding, and executing instructions.
CRT--Cathode Ray Tube.
tures or characters.

The television-like tube used to display pic-

Computer Languages--Any unified, related set of commands or instructions
that the computer can accept. Examples are Fortran, Pascal, Basic,
COBAL.
Memory--Storage for the binary data and programs.
Input/Output--The communication of information to and from the computer.
Input Devices--Can include keyboards, cassette tapes, disks, microphones, light pens, digitizers, and electronic sensors. Common input
devices are keyboards and disks.
Output Devices--Include tapes, disks, printers, plotters, robots, and
sound synthesizers.
Hardware--(all of the above)--The bolts, nuts, boards, chips, wires,
transformers, circuits in a computer--the physically existing components
of a system.
Software--( contrasted to hardware)--Any set of data or coded instructions which cause the computer to perform a task.
~--Measurement

of computer capacity ; 1024 characters.

Telecommunication--Allows for the transfer of information from one
computer to another or from a host computer to a terminal. This can be
done with phone lines, satell ites, radio waves or optical fiber. The
most common transmission currentl y is tel ephone lines.
System--Any organized co llection of hardware and software that works
together.
Word Processor--A text editor system for electronically writing, editing,
formatting and storing letters and reports prior to printing.
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Table 2.

Some available hardware-microcomputers (April, 1983)

HARDWARE
COMPONENTS

SOME
BRANDS & PRICES

Limited memory
(2K-16K)
Simple keyboard
Cassette storage
TV is typical monitor
Printers - thermal
or adding machine

$99-$499
Timex Sinclair 1000
Texas Instruments
99/4A
Radio Shack TRS-80
color computer
Commodore Vic 20
Atari 400

48K-64K memory
Keyboard like typewriter
S>.i" floppy disk
storage
Standard monitors
All good printers
available but
interface is usually
separate

Standard 64K-128K
Many are 16 bit
Sophisticated keyboard
5!.i" or 8" floppy
disk and Winchester
Interface directly
to quality printers
and monitors

True 16 bit
Many have 128K expandable to 1
megabyte
Many are multi-user
Use 5!.i", 8",
Winchester or
hard disk
Fast processing speeds
Keyboard sophisticated

$1000-$4000
Apple II
Col11llodore Pet
Atari 800

$1795 - Osborne
$2500 - $5000
Xerox 820-11
IBM Personal Computer
Heathkit H-89
Eagle
NEC:APC
Toshiba
Apple III
Radio Shack TRS-80
Model 16

SOFTWARE
APPLICATIONS

Simple games
Educational
Simple home management
checkbook balancing,
etc.
Appli cations limited
due to memory and
storage avai l abl e

Sophi sticated games &
educational programs
Small business programs more costly to upgrade
than to buy systems
specifical ly designed
for business

Good business application
Few games or educational
programs

$5000-$1500
Fortune 32. 16
Olivetti M-20
Altos
Northstar Advantage
DEC Rainbow 100

True business
application
No games or educational
programs
Challenge not-so-distant
minicomputer
capability
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System?

It can be seen from the above discussion that there are many combinations of hardware that are available to meet the needs of any individual business situation. Selection of a complete system will be
addressed later.
Software
Software i s as important, or perhaps more important, than the
hardware one selects . Computer software should be given prime considerati on . As shown in the list of terms software is "any set of data
or coded instructions which cause the computer to perform a task."
Even the most elaborate and sophisticated hardware is of no use
unless software is available. Software avai lability is not the problem
that it was several years back; however, most of the software i s developed for mass consumption and careful consideration must be given to
the programs that will be useful in your unique situation.
Factors to Consider in Software Selection
There are several important factors that need to be careful ly
considered in selection of software. A partial list of these are:
-Simplicity
-Fl exi bil ity
-Serviceabi l ity
-Easily r~aintained (Updated)
-Well Documented
-Portable
-Modular
In almost all cases commercially available software will not be
perfectly suited to your individual needs. The list above may be somewhat repetitive.
Programs should be as simple as possible and sti l l get the job
done. The program should be easy to operate and shou ld be written so
that one could learn to use it with minimal or no prior training. A
term often associated with this is 11 User Friendly''.
Programs with flexibility are also desirable. For example, a
program should allow the user to alter the number of records to be kept,
and allow for varying amounts of data to be handled, etc. With flexibility, programs with minor modifi cations can be altered to better fill
individual needs.
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Serviceability and easily maintained (updated) are closely akin to
flexibility. Programs should be easy to modify so they will adapt to
your situation. In some programs what yo u consider as minor changes
would be minor, however, other programs may be written such that changes
would have to be made in many places throughout the program to give the
same results, i.e., they would not be minor.
A well documented program helps to make it simpler, more serviceable, etc. Information on what was done and how it was done can often
save hours of work for individuals trying to service or maintain program
software.
Software is unique to each type of hardware selected for a business. Well written software is often portable. Portable means that the
program can be modified to be used on different hardware. If one
changes the type of system he is using and has easily adaptable software, this could conceivably save ma ny dollars when moving to a different system.
Software programs are often divided into different elements or
modules. A program can have different modules for input, output,
editing, and a menu. If a program i s in modular form and needs to be
changed, one can change just the module he is interested in and not have
to change the entire program. When working with large programs this can
often save time in loading and editing.
Software Applications
In the seed business there would be at least three basic applications for computer usage. These are : records, decision aids, and
office management.
Records could fall in the category of production, financial, inventory, or sales. Word processing, electroni c filing, and mailing
lists are examples of office management programs available. There are
several types of decision-aid programs available from commercial sources
and often from public sources. Programs that one can play "What If"
games are helpful in the decision making process within a firm . These
may be "Spot" programs for a specific question , for example, "Should I
buy or rent a specific piece of equipment 11 , or they may be models for
making decisions whether to store or sel l a particular commodity.
Sources of Software
There are four major sources of software: conrnercial "Off the
Shelf Packages"; custom software development; public agencies; or write
your own.
The most inexpensive source of software, if you have the capability, is to write a program that meets your specific needs. This
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program ~ill, however, be very expensive with respect to time spent in
writing it (presumably, your time is very valuable). One should keep in
mind that computers can be 11 addictive 11 and take a disproportionate
amount of time for their value if one tries to do everything himself.
Many public agencies are writing software specific to production
agriculture and agribusiness that are made available at minimal costs.
For example, the software package written by one of us (Mike Argo)
outlined below, is a package developed specifically for the Foundation
Seed Stock project in Mississippi State University. This software,
however, would handle many of the aspects of any commercial seed business and should be available to the public in 1984.
Custom software development is the ideal from a standpoint of
fitting your business but may be much more expensive than any of the
other sources. As mentioned above current charges for custom programmers ranges from $40-75 per hour. One may need several hours of consulting time just to familiarize a consultant with his specific needs,
thus making custom programs extremely expensive.
There are many commercial packages available that may be well
adapted to most business operations for almost any type of system one
chooses. These software packages range in costs from $15 to several
hundred dollars depending on their complexity.
Perhaps a combination of all four of the above sources will be
necessary if one is to make the most efficient use of a computer system
in his business.
Training
An important part of any system if you are not already trained in
the use of microcomputers is the training to hanole the computer.
Training should incorporate both the "chicken and egg" if your system is
to be of value to you.
When a salesman or the fantastic price you see in the magazine ad
sells you a system, the literature both written and often verbal will
lead you to believe you will be able to operate the system blindfolded.
Once you get the system home you may find that handling all that data
was not as easy as you were led to believe.
If this happens you might have to call in a consultant to train you
if it is not part of the package. Training costs run as high as $50/
hour.
If we get a system whereby much of the available software does not
fit our business, custom programmers often charge $75 an hour to write
or adapt programs.
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Therefore, before obtaining the services of consultants, prior
planning on your part would be advisable.
Example
As indicated above a software program specific to the Foundation
Seed Stock project at Mississippi State University was written and is
currently in operation. The program can be run on either the Radio
Shack TRS 80 Model II or Model 16 computer .
This program requires a minimum of 64K memory, two disc drives and
a printer. Example menus and outputs of the program are given below.

MAFES

FOUNDATION SEED STOCKS
MICROCOMPUTER INVENTORY SYSTEM
EXAMPLE MENUS
AND
OUTPUTS
4/12/83
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QUICK REFERENCE TABLE
Menu or Output
Main Menu
Crop and Variety Menu
Example of Changing Variety ID
Address Menu
Example of Updating Buyer Record
Example Listing of Buyer Records
Grower Information Menu
Example Listing of Grower Records
Example Update of Grower Records
Plant Processing Records Maintenance Menu
Example Listing of Processing Plant Records
Example Update of a Processing Plant Record
Seed Testing Menu
Example of Seed Testing Information
Buyer Order Menu
Example Order Summary
Example of Updating Order (Detailed Orders)
Examp l e of Current Inventory
Allocation Menu
Example List of Buyers and Allocations
Invoice Menu
Lookup and/or Update Invoices Menu
Example Invoice Lookup and/or Update
Example List of Buyers by Lot Number
Letter Menu
Example Letter Printed

MAIN MF.:NU:
t.ADD OR UPDATE A CROP AND/OR VARIETY
2.ADDRESS MAINTENANCE
3.GROWER INFORMATION MAINTENANCE
4.PROCESSING PLANT RECORD MAINTENANCE
5.SEED TFSTING INFORMATION
6.0RDER MAINTENANCE
7.CURRENT INVENTORY STATUS
S.ALLOCATION PROCEDURES
9.INVOICE MAINTENANCE
10.LIST BUYERS BY LOT NUMBER
11.PRINT · LETTERS
12.PRINT MONTHLY SALES REPORT
13.SETUP FOR NEXT YEAR
14.FINISHED

1

2
3

4
5
6

7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25
26
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CROP AND VARIETY MENU:
l.ADO A NEW CROP
2.CHANGE AN EXISTING CROP ID
3.ADD NEW VARIETIES TO AN EXISTING CROP
4 . CHANGE A VARIETY ID AND/OR ABBREVIATION OF
5.FINISHED

A~

EXISTING CROP

CROP NAME: SOYBEAN
VARIETY I

ABBREVIATION

!.CENTENNIAL
2.BRAGG
3 . RANSOM
4.FORREST
5 . 0AVIS
~ . TRACY - 1'1

7.BEDFORD
S.LEE- 74
9.BRAXTON
10.JEFF
ll.DUROCROP

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

CT
BG
RA
FR
DA
TM

eo
LE
ex
JF
DU

ENTER NUMBER OF VARIETY TO BE CHANGED OR PRESS ENTER TO QUIT?

ADDRESS MENU:
l.ADD A GROWER ADDRESS
2.UPDATE A GROWER ADDRESS
3.ADD A BUYER ADDRESS
4.UPDATE A BUYER ADORESS
S.LIST GROWERS
6 . LIST BUYERS
7.FINISHED
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PAGE

BUYER

ADDRF. SSFS

Apr-

NAME

BUYER
NUMBE'R

ADDRESS

••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
ARGO MA

27

P, 0. f.lc)X :.201
HOI_I_ Y t;ROVE

AR
72069

2

RT.1
DUNCAN
MS
38740

BILL SIMPSON

30

DRAWER N
WISNE:R
LA,
71~78

BRADSHAW T

26

P .O. COX 43
STUTTGART
AR.
72160

BURNIE SMITH

18

RT.1 BOX 302
SMITHVILLE
MS
38870

CARLOS PEREZ

13

P.O. SOX 830
FERRIDAY
LA.
71334

DELTA BR STA

P.O BOX 197
STONEVILLE
MS
38776
68.... -9311
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BUYFR# 27
l.NAME
:
?.LINE 1 OF ADDRESS:
3.LINE 2 OF ADDRESS:
'+. LINE 3 OF ADD.RESS:
S.ZIP CODE
6.PHONE NUMBER

ARGO MA
2108 PLUM RD
STARKVILLE
MS
39759
601-323-9068

ENTER NUMBER OF LINE TO BE CHANGED OR PRESS ENTER TO QUIT?

GROWER INFORMATION MENU:
1.ENTER NEW GROWER INFORMATION
2.LIST GROWER RECORDS
3 . UPDATE EXISTING GROWER INFORMATION
4.FINISHED
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PAGE

GROWE R
Apr
UPDATE
RECORD
NUMBER

GROWER

l:NFORMATJ:ON

a ..

1983

VARIETY

ACRES

APP~IED

INSPECTION
ACCEPTED PASSED

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
SOYBEAN

B&L SEED FACTORY

:2:23

YES

YES

YES

~79

YES

'fES

YES

90

YES

YES

YES

~.EE-7~

284

YES

YES

YES

RA~PH

SAMPSON

RANSOM

3

BROWN

~OAM

CENTFNNIA~

~

JACK

~

JACK WILSON

BRAXTON

1~0

YES

YES

YES

6

JACK Wil-SON

BRAGG

680

YES

YES

YES

7

JACK BURK

TRACV-11

11110

YES

YES

YES

8

RICHARD SIMPSON

DAVIS

420

YES

VES

VES

9

DAVID WELLBORN

CENTENNIAL

1~0

YES

YES

YES

i0

DAVID WELLBORN

BEDFORD

1~0

YES

YES

YES

11

NORTHEAST BR STATION

CFNTENNIAL

40

YES

VES

VFS

12

RALPH MCCOY

JEFF

30

YF.S

YES

YES

13

REGGIE BROOt<S

DAVIS

84

YES

YES

YES

23

FI)UNDA T t c)N SEF.:D

CENTENNIAL

3

NO

NO

YES

24

FOUNDATION SEED

DAVIS

3

NO

NO

YES

~

FOUNDATION SEED

TRACY-M

4

NO

NO

YES

26

FOUNDATION SEED

BEDFORD

4

NO

NO

YES

27

FOUNDATION SEED

DUROCROP

N()

NO

YES

2

END

·

FORREST

OF

WI~SON

Ll:STJ:NG
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UF'DATE RECI)RO
1.GROWER
'2.CROP
3.VARIETY
I
4.ACRES
a
INSPECTIONs
~.
APPLIED a
6.
ACCEPTED•
7.
PASSED a

5
7
1

9
150

JAC•< WILSON
SOYCEAN
BHAXTON

YES
YES
YES

ENTER NUMBER' OF LINE TO BE CHANGF.:D OR PRESS ENTER TO GIJIT?·

PLANT' PROCESSING RECORDS MAINTENANCE MENU:
1.ADD PROCESSING RECORDS
2.LIST PROCESSING PLANT RECORDS
3.UPDATE PROCESSING RECORDS
4.REVIEW AND/OR UPDATE U~ABLE AND NON-USABLE LOTS
~.FINISHED
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PROCE~SXNG

Apr-

PlANT

RFCORDS

a.

SOYBEAN

GROWER

YEAR
LOT NUMBER GROWN

DATE
PLANT
INSP.

DATE NUMBER WEIGHT
TAGS
SF.ED
OF
<)F
----------PROC.
SU 'S
SU'S REC USE AOV

·•*******.. ***************************************·******·•••••***********•••·········
REGGIE BROOKS

DA-82-01

82

10/2~/82

10/2~/82

480

60

480 480 YES

REGGIE BROOKS

DA-82-02

82

10/2~/8?.

10/2~/82

lt80

60

480 480 YES

REGGIE BROOI<S

DA-82-03

82

10/2~/82

10/25182

480

60

480 480 YES

REGGIE BROOKS

OA-82-I!I.lt

82

10/2~/82

10/26/82

480

60

480 48111 YES

REGGIE BROOKS

DA-82-0~

82

10/2~/82

10/26/82

480

60

480 48121 YES

REGGIE BijOOKS

OA-82-06

82

10 /2~ /82

10/26/82

2~7

60

480 267 YES

RICHARD SIMPSON

DA-82-1117

82

11/ 1/82 11/ 1 /82

480

6111

480 480 YES

RICHARD SIMPSON

DA-82-08

82

11 /

1/82 11/ 1/82

480

60

480 480 YES

RICHARD SIMPSON

DA-82-1119

82

11/ 1/82 11/ 1/82

480

60

480 480 YES

RICHARD SIMPSON

DA-82-10

82

11/ 1/82 11/ 2/82

480

60

480 480 YES

RICHARD SIMPSON

OA-82-11

82

11/ 1/82 11/ 2/82

480

60

480 480 YES

RICHARD SIMPSON

DA-82-12

82

11/ 1/82 11/

2/~?.

480

60

480 480 YF.:S

RICHARD SIMPSON

OA-82-13

82

11/ 1/82 11/ 3/82

480

60

480 480 YES

RICHARD SIMPSON

DA-82- 11t

82

11/ 1/82 11/ 3/82

480

60

4C30 480 ye:s

RICHARD SIMPSON

OA-82-1~

82

11/ 1/82 11/ 3/82

480

60

480 480 YES

RICHARD S I MPS<>N

DA-82-16

82

11/ 1/82 11/ 4/82

480

60

480 480 YES

RICHARD SIMPSON

DA-82--1 7

82

11/ 1/82 11/ 4/82

480

60

480 480 YES

RICHARD SIMPSON

OA-8'2-18

82

11/ 1/82 11/ 4/82

480

60

48111 480 YES

RICHARD SIMPSON

DA-82-19

82

11/ 1/82 11/

~/82

480

60

480 480 YES

RICHARD SIMPSON

OA-132-2121

82

11/ 1/82 11 / 5/82

480

60

480 480 YES

RICHARD S IMPSON

OA-82-21

82

1 1/ 1/82 11/ 5 /82

480

60

480 480 YES

RICHARD SIMPSON

OA-82-22

82

11/ 1/82 11/ 8/82

480

60

480 480 YES

-.

--------,-----·---------·-----·-------·-------------------------------------------------
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PROCESSING PLANT RECORD
1 . GROWER
1
2.LOT NUMBER
BR-82'-01
3. YEAR GROWN
8'2
8/ 5 / 82
4.DATE INSP.
5.DATE SEED
PROCESSED
8/1 2/82
o.NUMBER su•s :
100
7.WEIGHT su•s I
60
8.TAGS REc•D : 150
I
9.TAGS USED
104
10.ADV. TAGS
YES

SU

~

SELLING UNIT

t1ITCHELL R

'

ENTER NUMBER OF LINE TO BE CHANGED
PRESS ENTER TO QUIT?

SEED TESTING MENUI
l.AODt UPDATE OR VIEW SEED TESTING INFORMATI ON RESULTS
2.LIST ALL SEED TESTING RESULTS
3.FINISHEO

90

SORGHUM
· PAGE
Apr

LOT...
DATE REPORTED• 10111182
MOISTURE!

1983

TH-82-01

LAB NUMBER:

YEAR GROWNI 82

0 . 00'l.

~.

8431

SU'SILBS, I

DATE
701 50

R~r.E I VEO:

101 4182

TAG COLORt WHITE

'************************************************************•············
I

MISSISSIPPI CERTIFIED SEED

I
I

CROP

I

•

•

·vARIETY! THEIS

• 1• \
• • *
\ •1

•
•
•
•

'

I SORGHUM

GROWER I CHARLES SCIPLE
RESAMPLE I N(.
PASSED
I NO
REMARKS

''

DATE TESTED I 101 4182
0,00'l.
GERMINATION
HARD SEEDS
0.00'l.
PURITY
0.00'l.
CROP SEEDS
0 . 00X
INERT
0.00'l.
WF.:ED SEF.:OS
0.00Y.
NOXIOUS WEEDSI 0 . 00'l.

FOREI<.N SEEDS I

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

' ' *************************************************************************

MITCHELL R
HAS AN EXISTING ORDER
ENTER •
1
ORDER STATUS
2
LOOK AT OR UPDATE ORDER <DETAI LED ORDERS>
3
ADO TO ORDER
4
ENTER NEW BUYFR NUMBER
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DATE I

su •

MITCHELL R
SELLING UNIT

CROP
SOYBEAN
Sc)YBEAN
SOYBEAN
SOYBEAN
SOYBEAN
SOYBEAN
SOYBEAN
SOYBEAN

-su •

DAVIS
CENTENNIAL
TRACY-M
RANSOM
FORREST
BRAXTON
BRAGG
BEDFORD

MITCHELL R
SEl-LING UNIT
CROP

1.SOYBEAN
2.SOYBEAN
3.SOYBEAN
.it. SOYBEAN
5.SOYBF.AN
6.SOYBEAN
7.SOYBEAN
B. SOYBEAN
9.SOYBEAN
10.SOYBEAN

VARIETY
DAVIS
CENTENNIAL
TRACY-M
RANSOM
FORREST
FORREST
DAVIS
BRAXTON
BRAGG
BEDFORD

e.

1983

ORDER SUMMARY

*DEP.
su•s

VARIETY

l~pr

*

SU'S
NO DEP

280
30
115
60
100

#

su·~

CAN

0

0

0

0
0

Ql

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0

0

1

1.C..~

390
100

.. su·s
10
30
11~

60
100
270
16'5
390
100

It

SU'S
AI_LOC
280
30
115
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SEA CHANGE
James C. Delouche

ll

The term sea change has come to mean a profound and permanent
change in the human psyche or in the terms and conditions of society.
We're in the midst of a sea change - the most drastic and unsettling
change in man's experience since he harnessed machines and power to
transform raw materials into the infrastructure of an industrial society. The change underway is most unsettling because - as is the case
with most changes - we know where we're been and where we are but not
where we're going. The terms and conditions of the new society that
will emerge in the most developed countries by the end of this century
are still obscure. The bad news, then, is that the unsettled and uncertain "times" we are now experiencing will continue for some years.
The good news is that a better society will emerge. Not all of us, of
course, will concede that the new society is going to be better. The
pull of the past - the known - is as imprinted in map as is the compulsion to move ahead. But, the latter is stronger, especially in the
younger generations, and it will prevail as it always had.
Age of Information
Futurists characterize the emerging society - the third wave - as
the age of information. It will transform the industrial society now
fading as profoundly as the emergence of the industrial age transformed
the rural society of the middle ages. Information and information
processing systems will be the dominant forces in the shaping of the new
society just as transportation and the factory shaped the industrial
society. This does not mean that raw materials, shops, transportation
nets and so on will become unimportant or less important than they are
now. Rather, these ingredients in the human endeavor will no longer
have the dominant influence on the terms and conditions of society.
Huge pools of labor, for example, will no longer need to be concentrated
around factory complexes. The new factories will be run by a few operators at the controls of integrated information processing systems. The
work will be done by 11 Smart" machines - the hands of the information
system. The 11 system 11 software wi 11 sti 11 have to be generated and
programmed by people - many people - but their physical proximity to the
factory or even to each other will not be crucial.

]j Prepared for aild published by Seedsmen's Digest, Vol. 34, Nos.
1-8, 1983.

~ Professor, Seed Technology Laboratory, MSU.
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It's difficult to env1s1on the new information based and sustained
society. Will society have more leisure time because there will be less
to do, or less leisure time because there will be more to do? There is
no doubt that a huge corps of people will be required to develop and
refine the software of the new society - 1600 man years were required to
develop the software for the space shuttle, Colombia - and another huge
corps will be needed to implement, monitor and service the systems - but
surely not all of us. What will the rest of us do? There is the forecast that the service industry will escalate even faster than at present
and become a major component of the new society. But, will it be as one
wag put it, "1 ike taking in each others laundry?"
Digital World
Some aspects of the new age are already evident. It will be digital. Already, youngsters with digital watches do not share the common
concept of time as increments of 360° - a circle. Such expressions as
"a quarter to three", "half past nine" or the "sweep of time" have no
meaning to them. Even now some cannot tell time from "regular" clocks
and watches. I wonder if other concepts based on the movement and
position of "indicating" needles within a "dial" will not also fade
away. The concept of a half tank of gasol ine, for exampl e, derives
mostly from the indicator or gauge which is divided into halves, quarters, etc. With a digital meter one has to focus directly on a quantity, e.g . , 10.6 gal . and not on the portion or fraction of a whole.
The necessity of making judgments in terms of specific values rather
than in terms of fractions or portions will require considerable restructing in our way of thinking.
One interesting perception of the new society is that it will be
relatively immobile. There will be no need for transport of information
in the form of a person. Rather, it will be transported and transferred
electronically between persons and/or information processing systems
without the need for travel. Already teleconferencing brings people
"together" for discussions and meetings in every sense except the physical.
What will agriculture be like in the information age? While we can
be sure i t will continue to be important, it will surely change. For
the information age will transform the biology of agriculture as much if not more - than it is transforming the physical components of our
environment.
Agriculture in Transition
Surely it is a paradox to attempt to peer into the future of agriculture, which implies progression, at a time when it is entering a
period of retrogression (situation as of mid-1983). Surpluses, distressed commodity prices, production cut-backs - agriculture has been
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down this avenue before! But, the present retrogression, damaging and
demoralizing as it is to farmers and agri-businesses, will affect only
output. The progression of agriculture in terms of advancements in
production systems and technol ogy will go on without interruption.
The need for food, feed and fiber will continue to increase as the
world population increases. Need, however, is not synonomous with
demand. Effective demand requires a capability for procurement which is
at a low ebb in many of the countries that import agricultural products .
This situation must be reversed either through an "upswing" in the world
economy , or a re-ordering of priorities in countries chronically short
of food and feed.
It seems inescapable to me that agriculture in the future must and
will become more responsive to market forces than it is at present.
This will require some breakthroughs in technology and revisions in
trade agreements and patterns . The technology most needed is a capability for long range weather forecasting. Such a capabili ty combined
with satellite monitoring of production and "local production problems"
woul d permit more timely adjustments of production in surplus producing
areas and economic adjustments in deficient areas in accord with 11 probable"
food/feed import requirements. All of this would make for a better
congruence of need and effective demand. Over-all, however, I'm more
optimistic about a breakthrough in long range weather forecasting than
about the changes in social orders, political structures and human
nature required for a better congruence of need and demand .
Agriculture will become much more highly information oriented and
controlled than it is at present. The inflow of information amd its organization in ways needed for decision making wi ll be continuous.
Indeed, much of the decision making will be done by the information
systems themselves - automatica lly, so to speak. The mix of crops a
farmer produces will be based on market, meteroloaical, resource and
cost information organized and programmed to identify the economically
optimal mix for . ~he season, area, and specific farm.
Once the cropping mix and areas have been rstablished, production
operations will be schedu led and adjusted as ne~essary on the basis of
the outputs of computerized crop model s . Base data on the soil types,
fertility status , subsoil moisture, facilities and other more-or-less
11
fixed" resources of the farm will be placed in "storage" and updated
periodically. "Variable" data inputs such as kind and variety, area,
soil and air temperature, soil moisture content, ~nd other climatic data
will be continuously monitored by data acquisition systems and col lated
with the base data. A computer will crunch and digest the data and
"output" a periodically adjusted schedule for operations from planting
time through harvest. Some operations such as irrigation (permanent
system) will be automatically accomplished. Insects, diseases and weed
populations will be mo nitored by the farmer or hired consultants and the
data fed into the computer program. The output wi ll 11 tell" the farmer
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(or consultant) when and what kind of control measures need to be implemented. Throughout the production season, the program will provide
the farmer-producer with an estimate of gross and net returns depending
on the crop status at the time the estimates are made. An information
system of this sort will greatly increase the efficiency of production
and permit the farmer to maximize profits.
The trend to minimum or no-tillage production systems will continue
and accelerate because of general recognition that soil is an essentially non-renewable resource that must be conserved, and breakthroughs
in seeding technology and pest management. The reduced use of energy
for production will greatly improve efficiency and returns on investment.
Aquaculture will become a major enterprise especially in the
Southern coastal states. Catfish farming is already an on-going enterprise. It will expand and shrimp and crawfish farming will come on line
in just a few years. Enterprises such as aquacultures will provide
alternatives for production planning that are presently not available,
as well as satisfy a growing demand for high protein, "non-fattening"
fqods.
The "automation" of agricultural production and decision-making
will not be unique . Rather, it will be in the stream of general automation of most production operations. While many new jobs will be
created to service the new agriculture, the displacement of jobs will be
greater, and add to the general trend, already well underway, of un-and
under-employment of the available workforce . The problem of a growing
surplus of workers will have to be solved in some way by politicians,
socialists, and economic planners.
Per.haps, the greatest changes in agriculture will be in the crops
(and animals) produced. Advances in scientific knowledge and technology
in just the past 15 years have laid a base for revolutionary changes in
plants and animals and in the purposes for which they can be produced .
Traditional Crop Improvement
The crops that man cultivates for food, feed, fiber, shelter and
industrial products have been obtained in three basic ways: by introduction, selection, and hybridization (crossing). Put another way, man
has taken advantage of the "natural 11 variation among and within plant
species to introduce, select and 11 mold 11 crops suitable for his needs.
Introduction was probably the first method used by man to obtain
crops for cultivation. Indeed, agriculture began with man•s discovery
that he could take wild food plants and produce them under 11 cultivation"
in an area of his own choice. Thus, the first crops were Wild" species
.. introduced" by man into a primitive farming system. Since different
11
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tribes undoubtedly took different species and/or "natural varieties"
into their agriculture, it was not long - palentologically speaking before tribes were also introducing crops they had seen under cultivation by other tribes. The exchange of crops and varieties increased
as civilizations rose, territorial states developed, and methods of
transportation advanced. Every advance in transportation increased the
"area" from which crops could be introduced.
The historical intercontinental travels during the great age of
exploration beginning in the 14th century brought man into contact with
many crops completely unknown to him (the voyager or visitor, but not,
of course, unknown to the persons visited). New world crops such as
maize and potatoes were introduced into "old world" agriculture, while
"old world" crops such as wheat were introduced into the new world. As
the pace of exploration and colonization increased, so also did the
introduction and exchange of crops. The rubber tree, for example, is a
native of Braz il, but came to be mostly cultivated in Asia.
Even in the present "era", introduction has been and remains an
important means of obtaining new crops for cultivation . Soybeans were
introduced into the U.S. many years ago, but burst forth as a major crop
only in the last 30 years.
While the i-ntroduction of plant species (i.e., new crops rather
than new varieties of crops) was probably of greatest importance until
the close of the age of exploration (end of 18th century} , the introduction of new crop varieties (or lines) has been of greatest importance
during the past 100 years or so. The "new" varieties of lines are variant popul ations of a species that have devel oped naturally or through
selection and crossing by man.
Man probably began selection, the second method of crop improvement,
soon after he first took (introduced) plant species under cultivation.
He selected types from the "variability .. in the species cultivated which
he perceived to be most desirable for his needs. Or, he might have gone
back to the wild populations of the species and selected variants more
desirable then the ones he originally selected. Since selection within
a crop species was practiced by the farmers in thousands of villages,
numerous varieties were developed, each "fitted" to the local so il
resources, cl i matic condi tions, and social customs. Until only a few
years ago, hundreds of local rice varieties were grown in the Southern

u.s.

The effectiveness of selection as a mean of improving crops, however, is dependent on the degree of genetic variability within the
population in which selection is practiced. The possibilities for
improvement soon diminish -especia lly in self-pollinated species unless new populations to select from are continuously introduced. Even
then, possibilities are limited because one is forced to select a
plant(s) which "naturally" possesses the best combination of desirable
traits.
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Hybridization or crossing, the third basic method of crop improvement, extends the possibilities for crop improvement. One can select
two or more plants, each with a set of desirable characteristics, and
combine the good traits into "one" plant through a series of crosses and
selections among the progeny, which stabilize the recombination of
traits sufficiently so that the novel plants can be propagated by seed.
The major improvements in crops during the past 70 years or so have
been achieved through hybridization. In the case of corn and sorghum,
very significant improvements have taken place through exploitation of
the phenomenon of hybrid vigor.
Exploitation of the science of genetics - and associated plant
sciences - by plant breeders has tremendously improved the productivity
and quality of crops. A good portion of the current effects of plant
breeders, however, has to be devoted to maintaining productivity and
quality against the ravages of diseases, insects and other crop pests.
"Traditional" plant breeqing is also a rather slow process. Development
of a new variety takes many years and a lot of money. In many cases,
the variety development process falls behind the development of the
pests so that yields are eroded for some years before a resistant variety is released. The extensive use by plant breeders of tropical winter
season nurseries and greenhouses represent fairly successful efforts to
speed up the variety development process, but it is still slow.
The basic limitation in current variety improvement technology,
however, is not time. Rather, it is imposed by the variation within
crop species that can be exploited for the development of even more
superior varieties. Unfortunately, the natural variability that has
evolved within the population of many species is being continuously
decreased by disturbances in regions where the greatest natural variability exists. New varieties introduced into or developed for a region
usually mean the disappearance of local varieties. Extension of cultivation into the centers of origin of crop species, where greatest diversity exists, resu 1ts in the 1oss of the "wild" members of the popu 1ation.
Although extensive collections of the qenetic diversity within
species have been made and are preserved in "genetic banks", much has
been lost forever. Even if all the diversity that naturally evolved
within a species could be assembled, efforts to improve crops would
still be limited by the extent of that diversity. Recombinations of
characteristics from different species is difficult to impossible because of sexual barriers to promiscuity.
The new biotechnology rapidly surfacing has awesome possibilities
in the arena of species and variety improvement- possibilities that
were almost unthinkable even 10 years ago.
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New Biotechnology
Is it just coincidence that the third wave - the information age generated in imprints on silicon wafers is being joined by the tidal
force of breakthroughs into the genetic code - the ultimate information
system? Coincidence or not, the exploitation of the two information
"systems" is changing not only the way man does things, but how he feels
and thinks about them.
The new biotechnolo~y being developed and positioned for exploitataion is based one way or another on progressively deeper insights into
genes, gene expression and control, and the associated physiology of
differentiation. The technologies arising out of these insights provides
the means to do things only dreamers dreamed about a few decades ago.
Plant Copies
Variants arise (or are identified) in plant species with such
desirable characteristics that man would like to propagate them; and, he
has. Since the variants often do not breed true from seed (like does
not always beget like), the desirable variants are cloned, i.e., copies
are produced through stem cuttings, division, buds, and so on. These
processes are used for propagation of crops such as fruits, ornamentals,
sugar cane, potatoes (white and sweet ) , cassava, bananas, and even the
hybrid bermudagrasses, which being triploid don't even produce seed!
Traditional vegetative propagation, however, has limitations; it is
laborious and expensive. Thus, traditional vegetative propagation has
been primarily used for long-lived species - such as fruits, nuts, and
roses - and for species that cannot be propagated -or propagated easily by seed such as potatoes, cassava, and bananas. A further limitation
of traditional vegetative propagation i s that a substantial portion of
the produce i s "consumed'' in replanting, i.e., sugar cane and potatoes.
An important component of the new biotechnology of plants has to do
with non-traditional methods of vegetative propagation or cloning. A
bit of tissue is taken from a plant and cultured in a broth of nutrients
and hormones (tissue culture). The cells of the tissue divide and form
a mass of callus tissue which can be maintained by periodic sub-division
and transfer to fresh "broth.'' The foregoing is not too diffi cult. The
difficulty arises in inducing the cells in the culture to regenerate a
new plant. Rege~eration has been sucessfully accomplished for a substantial number of species from wheat to tobacco. Many orchids and
ferns are now commercially propagated by tissue culture techniques. The
seedlings developed are copies (more-or-less) of the plant from which
the tissue was originally taken. Thus, the sexual process, which reshuffles traits, is by-passed.
A most interesting version of tissue culture cloning is a process
called somatic embryogenesis. In this process, tissue from you ng embryos, floral stalks, or very young leaves (in some cases) is cultured
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H1gh tech does not always a computer make. Sometimes hfgh tech
1s spawned 1n a garbage can!!
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The key to weathering resistance and other improvements may be an improved
seed covering.
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and induced to form somatic embryos identical in structure to the embryos in true seed. The somatic embryos can then be dispersed and
induced to germinate and develop into a plant. Plants produced through
the somatic embryogenesis process are genetically uniform and normal,
which is not always the case with plants regenerated by other tissue
culture methods.
The implications of somatic embryogenesis are truly awesome. If
the somatic embryos formed are physiologically similar to those in seed,
methods for dehydrating them to a low moisture content (as happens to
seed embryos during maturation) can probably be developed. The next
step would be to encapsulate a somatic embryo with an adequate food
supply, thus, producing "cultured" seed. Theoretically billions of
somatic embryos - hence, potential cultured seed - can be produced in
the laboratory independently of season . As an alternative to encapsulation for planting, hydrated somatic embryos could possibly be "fluid
sown " with modifications in already developed fluid gel sowing systems.
The important feature of tissue culture propagation of plants is
the act of cloning - making copies. This means that a superior plant,
regardless of how true breeding (homozygous) it is or is not (heterozygous), could be duplicated in enormous numbers for planting . It would
not have to "breed" true since no further "breeding" would be involved.
It may be that some of the hybrid crops such as hybrid rice and hybrid
cotton which are proving to be so difficult to develop commercially
because of pollen transfer problems will eventually be commercially
developed not through improvements in pollen transfer but through somatic embryogenesis.
When one considers what has already been accomplished in just a few
years, the question is not if but when practical applications will issue
forth (some already have). What w,..,...,---the "seed industry" of the future
be like? I can't really envision what it will be like, but I'm sure it
will be very different from what it is today. And, its new outline will
begin to take form before the end of this century!! As a traditional
seed technologist, I can only seek comfort in the high probability that
quality assurance and control techniques will be just as important in
the future as they are now, and that there will still be concern about
"germination", "vigor", storage, and varietal purity.
Unique Combinations
The advent and development of the science of genetics in this
century has enabled man to make dramatic improvements in the crops he
produces for feed, fiber, shelter, and industrial uses. Desirable
traits identified in the population of a crop species are systematically
transferred and accumulated in a plant(s ) by plant breeders through a
series of crosses and selections. The traits accumulated are then
"stabilized" over several generations by control of pollination and
further selection. Eventually a new variety is developed which at its
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best represents a new and powerful combination of traits important in
crop production, or at its "least" represents simply a "novel" combination of traits. In either case, the new variety is molded from
traits that are manifested in the population of plants that make up the
species . New traits are not developed; rather they are only combined in
new ways in a unique sub-popul ation - the new variety.
In their efforts to develop improved crop varieties, plant breeders
have been limited to the "pool" of traits that has evolved in the
species, or ~ put another way - to the genetic variability within the
species. A substantial part of the genetic variability within crop
species that has been sampled (and which has not been irrevocably lost)
is "stored" in genetic "banks 11 • Plant breeders constantly search
through and/or review the genetic diversity represented in germplasm
coll ections for traits they perceive to be important, e.g., resistance
to a disease or herbicide. If the traits they seek are not in the
coll ected germplasm, there are only a few alternatives: an exploration
can be mounted to search for yet uncollected "wild" types that have the
desired trait(s); mutation breeding can be used to attempt to extend the
range of genetic variability available; interspecific crosses - such as
wheat and rye (triticale ) - usually followed by doubling of the chromosome, and other manipulations of "ploidy", or chromosome number, can be
attempted . Despite a few successes, none of the alternatives mentioned
have proven to be very efficient and effective in the development of new
crop varieties (or new crops).
Aspects of the new biotechnology now under development have the
potential for introducing "foreign" traits into a species, thus , permitting development of plants with traits that did not evolve in the
population, or even totally new plant types.
Plant species are usually isolated from other species by barriers
to sexual crossing. These barriers are beginning to be by-passed in one
area of the next biotechnology. In cell cultures, enzymes are used to
dissolve" the walls of cells and release the living protoplast held
together onl y by the cell membrane. In some instances, plants have been
regenerated from these "naked" protoplasts. When protoplasts from
different species can be caused to fuse - as has been done in some
cases - a hybrid cell is produced from which a somatic hybrid p~ant
might be (and has been) regenerated. Somatic hybridization of plants
combined with tissue cu lture cloning techniques could produce totally
new plants combining (it i s hoped ) the desirable traits of two sexual ly
incompatible species.
11

Another area of the new biotechnology - widely publicized - is
concerned with the transfer of specific genes or gene sets from one
species to another. In some cases the species are as disparate as
bacteria and plants, or as seemingly closely related as rats and mice.
The procedures used are termed recombinant DNA technology . Recombinant
DNA technology has been successfully used to develop bacterial strains
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that produce i ns ulin and interferon. Just a few weeks ago (early 1983)
Monsanto announced that its sc ientists had successfull y transferred a
genetic t ra it from a bacterium (resi stance to an antibiotic) to plant
cells. The genetic trait was expressed in the plant cells whi ch exhibited resistance t o the antibi oti c . While there is littl e apparent
practical value in a culture of antibiotic resistant plant cell s, or
even to an antibiotic resistant plant regenerated from such cell s, the
implications of this accompli shment are as awesome - if not more so than those of somatic embryogensis.
Man has almost in his grasp a new technology to engineer plant (and
animal) spec ies to his specifications far, far beyond the limits imposed
by sexuality and the sexual process on "traditional" plant breeding
technology. The prospects of the new biotechnol ogy are as unsettling as
they are exciti ng.
Likely Prospects
One does not have to belabor his mi nd with v1s1ons of monster
plants to visual ize some traits which if i ntroduced into certain crop
varieties, would revolutionize agriculture. Successful transfer of the
ni trogen fixation symbiotic mechanism from l egumes to cereal s, for
example, wou ld dimi ni sh or eliminate the need for nitrogen fertilization. The impact of a development of this type on cereal production,
expecially in the developing countries , would be enormous, and world
grain trading would be drastically altered. Yet, the cereal varieties
with nitrogen fi xing mechanisms would not be very different from the
varieties we produce today - no one except specialists really notices
the nodules on soybean roots ! But, nitrogen fixing cereals would represent a giant advance in agriculture.
Similarly , transfers of other traits (i.e ., si ngle l)ene "breeding")
such as enhanced photosyntheti c efficiency, disease and insect resistance,
resi stance to herbicides, tolerance to drought (or cold) and salinity,
and so on, which cannot be accompl ished through sexual cross ing, might
be achieved by recombinant DNA technology. Trait transfers of this type
would not necessarily elevate yield potential, but they could ci rcumvent
environmental factors that reduce yield which is almost as good . The
first successes of the recombinant DNA technology in crop agriculture
are likely to be of the sorts described - revolutionary but not dramati c.
The monster plants are much further in the future .
Traditional pl ant breeding technology will not disappear for some
time. The new biotechno l ogy will simply provide a means to achieve
things that cannot presently be achieved. Other aspects of the new
technol ogy will greatly speed up the " ~1ork " of breeding, e. g. , microspore deri ved haploids and "instant homozygosity", organelle transpl ants
(cytopl asmic hybrids) .
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The possibilities laid out are more than that - they are hig h
probabilities. They won't be realized tomorrow or even in the 80s, but
the pay-off should be well underway by the end of this century. If it's
not, a lot of investors will be wailing at the wall.
Seed As A Delivery System
Seeds are the reservoir and carrier of the genetic complement of
plants from one generation to the next. The "make-up" of the genetic
complement is established at the time of fertilization (sexual) and
begins interacting with the environment during germination (and even
before) to control and determine the growth, development and physiological characteristics of plants. The seed is remarkably well designed
for its important roles. It is miniaturized and very portable, highly
resistant to environmental stresses (e.g., cold, heat), relatively longlived and fitted with a regulatory system(s) (dormancy) that contributes
to longevity and distributes germination over time.
Increasingly, the seed is also being perceived and used as a convenient carrier of "applied" materials for the purpose of protecting the
seed and developing plant against pests, influencing the growth and
development of the plant, and/or modifying the environment in the vicinity of the seed in desirable ways.
The practice of applying chemicals to seed to protect them against
seed rotting microorganisms and destructive insects in the seed bed has
been well established for many years . It has also been long and well
established that certai n seed transmitted diseases can be effectively
and efficiently controlled by chemicals applied to the seed, or other
treatments (e .g. , hot water soaks) of the seed. With the exception of
seed applied innoculants, however, seed have been used as carriers of
materials for other purposes only in relatively recent years.
The advent of systemic fungicides and insecticides, i. e. , chemi cal s
that are "taken" into the seedling/plant, greatly expanded the potential
role of the seed as a carrier of efficacious materials . Presently,
systemic insecticides and fungicides are applied to seed for the control
of insects and diseases that attack the seedling and young plant. Some
of the newer materials provide essentially season-long protection against
certain diseases. Since application of a chemical to seed is an extremely economical way to protect plants agai nst pests, this method i s
l ikely to be heavily exploited in the future. Very powerful chemicals
active at the very low dosages that can be efficiently carried by seed
are providing a new dimension to plant protection.
Seed are increasing ly being used to carry micronutrients essential
for proper growth and development of plants for pl antings in soils
deficient in one or more of the micronutrients. Molybdenum is applied
to soybean seed to improve growth and yield of the crop on certain acid
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soils. Interestingly, soybean seed produced on soi ls with good molybdenum status frequently carry enough molybdenum "internally" for
planting in molybdenum deficient soi ls. Boron, zinc and several other
micronutrients are also being applied to seed to "carry" them into
deficient soils.
Use of seed as the carrier of materials that function in weed
control systems is among the recent innovations in "seed treatment."
Several herbicide "safeners" have been developed which when applied to
seed alter the physiology of the seed/seedling in such ways that they
permit the control of certain weeds in crops by specific herbicides that
would control the crop as well as the weeds in the absence of the safener applied to the crop seed. Further development of the herbicide
safener concept should lead to effective control systems for major weed
pests that are closely related to crop plants, e.g., red rice in rice,
shattercane in sorghum. Another approach in the weed control area is to
use the seed to carry an herbicide for control of weeds in the vicinity
of the emerging seedlings.
The use of crop seed as carriers for materials operative in weed
control systems is just getting underway. The potential (profits , etc.)
of such systems is so great that rapid and maximum exploitation of the
several alternatives is assured. In addition to the "safening" and
"carrier" systems mentioned above, the alternative of development of
crop varieties by conventional breeding or DNA recombinant biotechnology
that are resistant to a spec ifi c broad spectrum herbicide is especially
attractive. A high tech company active in both varietal development and
agri-chemicals could then market seed of good varieties along with the
specific herbicide for control of weeds in the crop - maybe al l weeds.
There is no doubt that many of the large chemical companies now active
in the varietal development and seed business have this sort of goal
(among others) in mind.
Seeds can be used to carry chemicals which when taken into the seed
or emerging seedling , alter or modify germination, growth and development. A dormancy-breaking chemical is now being applied to peanut seed
to overcome any residual dormancy and thus permit more rapid and uniform
emergence. Treatments of this type could be used (and are needed) for
other crops ranging from lettuce to pasture grasses. Other types of
chemicals such as regulators of growth and development - even male
sexual sterilants for hybrid seed production - could conceivably be
applied to seed . The kinds of mod ifi cations needed are unlikely to be
produced by any one chemical. Combinations of chemical will be required, but this will not present a major problem in most cases. A lot
of materials can be loaded on seed with modern coating technology.
Regulating Emergence
The percentage and uniformity of crop seed emergence is l argely
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determined by interactions among properties of the seed and seed bed,
i.e., microenvironment. The pertinent seed properties are well known:
inheritance (genotype), vigor or degree of deterioration, mechanical
damage, and infestations with certain fungi and bacteria. We know
somewhat less about the seed bed microenvironmental factors that influence emergence, and still less about their interactions with the seed
properties. But , research in these areas is increasing rapidly so that
baseline knowledge is suffi cient for specul ation on the sorts of systems
that likely will be developed to improve and regulate crop emergence.
Several systems have already been developed and evaluated with
limited to good success . Seed coatings are applied to the earlier
maturing parental line planted for hybrid seed production to delay
emergence so that the pollen shedding and female receptivity are synchronized. An alternate procedure which is widely practiced is to plant
the earlier maturing line later, but this is troublesome and the weather
i s not always cooperative. Further developments of emergence delaying
treatments or coatings will greatly facilitate the production of hybrid
seed .
Some years ago a patent was granted to Canadian workers on a seed
coat ing system to permit planting of normally spring sown crops the
previous fall. The advantage of such a system is obvious. Unfavorable
weather in the spring often delays planting beyond the timeframe for
best yield. Planting during some favorable weather slot in the fall
with emergence at the appropriate time in the spring would, therefore,
be highly advantageous. These ideas, however, are a good example of
beautiful theory but difficult application. Microencapsulation technology and pol ymer chemistry are well enough advanced to devise seed
coating systems that would, for example , be impermeable to water (thus
preventing germination) until the seed bed temperature and moisture rise
to certain levels. The problem is that these conditions might occur -in
the South at least- several times between November and mid-April, the
average-sowing season for the earliest planted crop. Emergence of fall
or winter planted cotton, rice, soybeans, etc., in late February or
early March rather than mid-April or later would, of course, be disastrous. Some more dependab 1e "triggers" than soil temperature and
moisture need to be 11 thought of 11 to permit effective regulation pf the
time of germination and emergence of seed - something as predictable and
stable as the stomach acidity and temperature that trigger the timed
release of medicine, or the "acid acting on a copper wire" trigger used
for time bombs . The only really stable environmental components I can
think of are photoperiod (day length) and the phases of the moon - but
I don't believe they would be very effective triggers for release of
emergence regulating systems. So, its back to the drawing board. The
best possibility would appear to be some sort of germination inhibition
system (applied chemical) that would '1 breakdown" and permit germination
in a way analogous to the breaking of bud dormancy in fruit trees - it
wouldn't be perfect but maybe good enough . Another possibility is a
chemical inhibition system with an antidote flown on at the appropriate
time, but it might be rather expensive. While all of this might read
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like "pipe dreams," I'm convinced that effective systems for regulating
the time of seed germination and emergence will be developed before the
end of the present century - in less than 17 years. Before then several
systems for improving emergence in a less dramatic way will be developed.
Protection Under Too Dry - Too Wet Conditions
The two most important factors influencing germination and emergence are moisture supply and temperature. Seed are often planted in
relatively dry soil in anticipation of a rain. If the soil moisture
supply is inadequate for germination and the anticipated rain is delayed
too long, the seed rot. Protectant fungicides prolong the time the seed
retain their capacity to germinate under such conditions but frequently
not long enough. Seed moisture content increases - but not high enough
for germination - and this combined with a warm seed bed temperature
produces a sort of accelerated aging effect which causes rapid deterioration of the seed. Some hydrophobic (water resistant) coatings combined with a protectant fungicide can extend the period seed retain
germination capability in 11 dry soil 11 to 14 days or longer . It is likely
that other hydrophobic coatings not yet evaluated will be even more
effective. Interestingly, hydrophobic coatings on seed also 11 protect 11
them in saturated soil for a few days in the event that a heavy rain
occurs during or soon after planting. There is also some evidence that
emergence is improved by slowing down the rate of water absorption in
less than water-logged soil conditions by use of hydrophobic coatings.
Alternatively, other evidence suggests that certain chemicals
(inhibitors of biochemical reactions ) applied to seed reduce the rate of
deterioration under too dry and too wet soil conditions. Combined with
a protectant fungicide, such chemicals might be even more effective than
hydrophobic coatings and much simpler to apply - just apply with the
seed protectant fungicide.
Multiple Coatings
Treatments/coatings of the general types mentioned above are being
researched. The developments that arise out of these researches will be
very compatible with those 11 envisioned" earlier . The 11 new seed 11 will
have a tremendous potential for yield under temperature and moisture
stress. But , this potential will be realized only if the seed emerge
uniformly to the target density, weeds are controlled and some diseases
for which no inherent resistance has been 11 build in" are also controlled.
Thus, seed companies will take every measure possible to assure good
performance - and farmers will insist on these measures because the seed
will be expensive. The seed will be treated and coated with herbicide
safeners. several fungicides, micronutrients depending on the area,
deterioration inhibitors, hormones that extend the range of temperature
within which the seed germinate, hydrophobic materials to control the
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stresses such as high or low temperatures and sali nity. Similarly,
priming treatments combined with fluid or gel sowing can also be used to
deliver or establish chemicals or other agents for the control of soilborne microorganisms.
The most recent development in the pregermination/priming area is
fluid or gel sowing. Seed are pregerminated or primed and then sown in
a fluid or gel medium. The technology is well advanced although much
remains to be done to establish the best system for each kind of seed.
The f luid or gel sowing systems provide moisture as well as serving as a
carrier or delivery medium for pregerminated or primed seed and various
other materials added to stimulate seedling growth, protect against soil
microorganisms , and modify the seed bed, e.g., anticrusting agents.
Although pregermination and priming treatments have been most used
for vegetable seed, the 11 idea" i s equally applicable to crop seed .
Imbibitional injury which is a problem in soybeans and chilling injury
during imbibition which is a problem in corn, soybeans, and cotton could
be l argely overcome by sowing primed or pregerminated seed. Uniformity
of emergence could also be improved and this might be more important
than we realize at the present time. There is substantial evidence that
plants produced by early emerging seedli ngs produce the greatest yield.
Late emerging seedlings are often unproductive and act as weeds.
Final Thoughts
In this paper, I have tried to take a look ahead into what some
aspects of agriculture might be like by 1990, 2000 and thereafter. I do
not claim clairvoyance, and my visions are certainly not any clearer
than those of others. Indeed, they might be clouded with over optimism.
Many of my colleagues 11 See" some of same things I "see", but much further
in the future. I hope their timetable is correct because we could do
with a bit more time than I think we have to make the necessary adjustments .
Of this I'm sure : agriculture in the future will be much more
"scientific" and less of an "art" than it is now; there will be fewer
farmers (or production units) and their inputs will be supplied by a
relatively small number of high-tech companies; varieties of major
crops, for example, will be almost wholly developed by private companies. Thus, there wil l be a great shrinkage in the number of seed
companies most of which are presently producing seed of publicly developed varieties. Seed certifi cation and seed control procedures will
have to adjust to the new emerging situation, and their importance will
inevitably diminish. The spillover from these and other changes in
agriculture will also affect the roles of the agricultural extension
services and the agricultural experiment stations.
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Coming to grips with change is among the most difficult and unsettling adjustments we have to make. Yet, failure to come to grips
with change is ' even more unsettling and the difficulties are multiplied .
Our adjustment to the new agriculture has been too long deferred. It
must begin now.
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HYPOCOTYL COLOR TEST
The hypocotyl color test may be used as an aid for the varietal
identification of soybean seedlings. Some varieties of soybeans produce
white flowers while other varieties produce purple flowers. Observing
the hypocotyls of 3 to 4 inch seedlings when grown under high intensity
light can eliminate the necessity of growing plants until they flower to
observe or verify flower color. Seedlings of white flowered varieties
have green hypocotyls, while those of purpled flowered varieties have
dark or purple hypocotyls.
Materials Needed
1.

A greenhouse, window box, lighted walk-in germinator, or other
facility where the temperature can be maintained at 75-86F.

2.

Greenhouse benches, soil trays or other containers which can
be used for planting.

3.

Sand or a sand;soil mix for use as the substrate.

4.

Good fluorescent lighting should be available as the seedlings
being to emerge when natural light is not available, i.e.,
greenhouse.

Procedures
1.

Plant two or more replicates of 100
seeds each in a greenhouse bench or
soil tray and if not in greenhouse
place in a window box, walk-in
germinator, etc.

2.

Turn on lights as seedlings begin to
emerge if natural lights not available.

3.

Observe seedlings for hypocotyl color
when they are 3-4 in. tall. Seedlings
that have green hypocotyls will produce
white flowers while those that have
purple or dark hypocotyls will bear
purple flowers.
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Conclusion
The use of the hypocotyl color test is one of several procedures
which can be used in the laboratory or greenhouse to help in distinguishing among soybean varieti es.
Note
The hypocotyl (or seedling) color test may be applicable to other
kinds of seed, e.g., sorghum, wheat.
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THE PEROXIDASE TEST
The seed coat of some soybean varieties contains a "h i gh activi ty"
peroxidase enzyme. Other varieties have seed coats which have a form of
peroxidase with "l ow acti vity 11 • This di fference in peroxi dase enzyme
activi ty may be used to disti nguish between some varieti es of soybeans.
Materials Needed
1.

A 0. 1% aqueous soluti on of hydrogen peroxide (H 0 ) is used.
Ordinari ly, a 3% hydrogen peroxi de sol ut i on can2b~ purchased
from a dru g store. To prepare a 0.1% aqueous solution , 1 ml
(or cc) of 3% hyd rogen peroxide should be added to 29 ml (or
cc) of water . The 0.1% soluti on shoul d be stored in arefri gerator when i t is not being used .

2.

A 0. 5% guaiacol sol uti on is al so needed. Guaiacol can be obtained from a chemical supply company (see below) . To obtain
a 0.5% guaiacol solution, 0.5 ml (or cc) of guaiacol shou l d be
added to 100 ml (or cc) of water and sti rred unt i l mi xed.
This solution shoul d al so be stored in a closed container in a
refri gerator when it is not in use .

3.

Test tubes will be needed in which to pl ace the seed coats ,
guaiacol and hydrogen peroxide sol utions. These can be obtained from a scientific supply company (see below).

Procedures
1.

Remove the seed coat from individual soybean seed and place
in separate test tubes (i . e ., one seed coat per test tube).
The seed coats can be removed from dry seeds or if it is
diffi cult to remove the seed coat, the seed may be placed in
boiling water for three minutes to l oosen the coat. It is
important to remove all fragments of the cotyledons before
placing the seed coat i n test tube .

2.

Add 10 drops of the 0.5% guaiacol in each test tube and wait
10 mi nutes.

3.

After 10 minutes, add 1 drop of 0.1% hydrogen peroxide solution to each test tube.

4.

Record the resul ts after five minutes . If the sol ution turns
a dark redish brown the reaction is considered positive (+).
If the solution remains cl ear the reaction is cons i dered
negative (-). *
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Conclusion
The peroxidase test is another method that may help differentiate
between seeds of different soybean varieties . Some varieties give a
positi ve (+} reaction for peroxidase while others give a negative (-)
reaction.
Sources of Supplies
1.

Guaiacol, chemical reagent.
Ave., Pittsburg, PA 15219.

Fisher Scientific, 711 Forbes

2.

Test Tubes, general purpose, Pyrex, 15 x 125 mm. Fisher
Scientific (see above).
Note: There are other sources of supplies needed . Fisher
- - is only one.

*If a sample gives both positive and negative results on the seed coats
tested, the seed coats of 25 seeds should be tested.
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THE POTASSIUM HYDROXIDE TEST FOR
RED RICE (Oryza sativa var.)
Red Rice (Oryza sativa var.) is a serious noxious weed in all rice producing areas. Because of variation in time of emergence and maturity
some of the red rice contaminants in cultivated rice will be somewhat
immature and the red color of the pericarp will not be fully developed.
Potassium hydroxide (KOH) can be used to detect and/or verify red rice
caryopses in samples of cultivated rice varieties.
Materials Needed
1.

A 2% aqueous KOH solution is needed. KOH can be obtained
from a chemical supply house (see below). The solution may be
prepared by dissolving 2 grams of KOH pellets in 100 cc of
water, or by appropriate dilution of an off-the-shelf solution .

2.

A small dish, petri dish or test tube may be used in which
to place questionable caryopses.

3.

An eye dropper is helpful to dispense the KOH solution.

Procedures
1.

Suspect red rice seeds should be hulled by hand or machine
and examined carefully under magnification. Fully mature seed
(caryopses) with definite red pericarp are red rice and need
not be tested further. A seed with a pericarp of questionable
or indefinite color (because of immaturity, diseases, etc)
should be subjected to the KOH test.

2.

Place the
and 11 drop
porcelian
excellent

3.

Observe seeds 11 imnersed 11 in the drops of KOH. Usually the KOH
solution will turn red or dark orange within a few minutes if
the seed is a red rice. If the seed is not a red rice, the
KOH remains colorless or might turn a faint yellow. Although
the reaction is usually complete in 10 minutes, observations
should be continued for about 20 minutes to 11 make sure 11 •

hulled questionable seed in small glass dishes
on 11 2-3 drops of the 2% KOH solution. A white
plate with seed spaced 1~ inches apart makes an
background for the test.
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Conclusion
A 2% aqueous KOH solution can be used to verify whether a questionable caryopsis is a red rice or a cultivated {white) rice. A caryopsis
of red rice will turn the KOH solution a red or dark orange color in 3
to 20 minutes. The KOH around · the caryopsis of cultivated {white) rice
remains colorless or faint golden yellow.
Source of Supply
KOH can be purchased as pellets or as a prepared solution {say
45%). Two grams of pellets in 100 cc water will give the desired 2% KOH
solution. In the case of the 45% off-the-shelf solutiont add~ part
of the solution to 21 parts water to obtain an approximate 2% solution .
Potassium Hydroxide {KOH)pelletst or Potassium Hydroxide 45% solution: one source is Fisher Scientifict 711 Forbes Ave.t Pittsburgt
PA 15219.
References
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THE PHENOL TEST
The phenol test is used as an aid in the identification of wheat
Tri ticum aestivum}, Kentucky bluegrass (Poa pratensi s), Oats (Avena
sativa , barley (Hordeum vulgare) and rye-r5ecale cereale) varieties.
The phenol test is based on a phenol oxidase activity. The phenols
are oxidized by the enzymes present in the pericarp, aleurone and other
seed structures. As a result of enzymatic oxidation activities, dark
colored, insoluble pigments (melanins) are formed. The amounts and
kinds of the various phenol oxidase type enzymes present in the seed
cause varying degrees of coloration in the pericarp.
Materials Needed:
1.

Phenol is carbolic acid in the form of loose crystal s .
Carbol i c acid crysta l s may be obtained from a chemical supply
company, or, alternatively , an 89-90% solution of phenol can
be purchased.

2.

Distilled water is needed to prepare the solution.

3.

Large (15 em) plastic petri dishes or other containers of a
similar size are needed. Good quality white filter paper of
size suitable for containers used is also needed.

4.

A small metal container is needed in which to heat the carbolic acid crystals over a stove if the crystal s are used .

5.

Graduated cylinders or other measuring vessels are needed to
measure the melted phenol and water.

6.

A flask should be available in which to store the excess
phenol solution.

Procedure :
1.

Prepare a 1% solution of phenol . This i s done by first heating
and melting the carbolic acid crystal s until they are in
liquid form. To prepare a 1% solution five ml or cc of
melted carbol ic acid are added to 495 ml (or cc) of distilled
water. Alternatively, a 1% solution of phenol can be prepared
by diluting a liquid preparation (90%): 1.1 cc of shelf
solution in 98.9 cc water.
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2.

Soak 200 seeds in distilled water for 16 hours. Drain and
place the seeds in two 15 em plastic petri dishes containing
two layers of white fi lter paper per dish soaked in 1% phenol
solution. Place seeds in rows of ten seeds to make 100 per
dish (if the sample is wheat, they are placed crease side
down) .
--

3.

After 1 l/2 to 2 hours read the percentage of seeds with the
varying degrees of coloration . The seeds will continue to
darken as they remain in the solution. However, color differences are more difficult to see after 2 hours of staining
time.

Conclusion :
Different varieties of wheat exhibit different degrees of staining
when exposed to phenol solution for 1 l/2 to 2 hours . To draw a conclusion whether a particular lot of wheat is pure , one must know the phenol
reaction of the particular variety. If foundation seed of the variety
is available one can compare the phenol reaction of the foundation seed
with the seed in question.
Notes:
Phenol should be used with caution since it is toxic . The fumes
from phenol should not be inhaled; therefore, it is best if fumes can be
drawn away from a technician with an exhaust fan. A technician working
with phenol should avoid rubbing the solution in his eyes.
Extra pheno l may be stored in a refrigerator for three or more
weeks.
Source of Phenol (Carbolic Acid) and Filter Paper:
Carbolic acid and filter paper may be obtained from most chemica l
supply houses. One source is listed here for your information :
Fisher Scientific
711 Forbes Avenue
Pittsburg, PA 15219
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REG ISTRATION LIST
ALABAMA

ALASKA

Mr . David Hargrove
Spencers Seed &Grain, Inc .
1202 Lucas Ferry Road
Athens, AL 35611

Ms. Edith Heyward
Alaska Plant Material s Center
SRB Box 7440
Pal mer , AK 99645

Mr. Bob Burdett
Alabama Crop Improvement Assn .
South Donahue Drive
Auburn University , AL 36849

ARIZONA

Mr. Arlan Shelly
Dixal Seeds
Rt. 3, Box 177
Brewton, AL 36426
Mr. Mark Hamner
&Mr. Horace Hamner
Clemons & Hamner Seed, Inc.
Rt . 3
Kil l en , AL 35645
Mr. Ron Kolkhurst
Bl ount World Trade Corp .
P. 0. Box 4420
Montgomery, AL 36103-4420
Mr . Yasar Yonak
Bl ount World Trade Corp.
P. 0. Box 4420
Montgomery, AL 36103-4420
Mr. &Mrs . Ed Davis
Alabama Farmers Coop.
P. 0. Box 45
Sardis , AL 36775
Mr. Allen Bragg
Bragg Farms
1180 Gr imwood Road
Toney, AL 35773

Mr . Martin J . Slater
Custom Farm Servi ces
P. 0. Box 338
Stanfield, AZ 85272
Mr. Reymundo Reza
Phoenix Agro-Invest , Inc .
P. 0. Box 128
Wickenburg, AZ 85320
ARKANSAS
Mr. &Mrs. Doug Truelove
Southern Farmers Assn.
P. 0. Box 146
Blythevi ll e , AR 72315
Mr . &Mrs. David Morgan
Lephiew Gin Co . , Inc.
Drawer L
Dermott , AR 71638
Mr. Troy Hornbeck
Hornbeck Seed
Rt. 1, Box 5
DeWitt, AR 72042
Mr . Waymond Hornbeck
Hornbeck Seed
Rt . 1, Box 5
DeWitt, AR 72042
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Mr. Amadou Diarra
Univ. of AR Student
Agronomy Department
Fayetteville, AR 72701

Mr. Gary Don Skipworth
South Pro. Seeds
P. 0. Box 463
McGehee, AR 71654

Dr. D. E. Longer
Univ. of Arkansas
Dept. of Agronomy
Altheimer Laboratory
Rt. 11, Box 83
Fayetteville, AR 72701

Mr. Jerry Fuller
Fuller Seed Supply
Rt . 1, Box 1J
Poplar Grove, AR 72374

Mr. Mohammed Reza Majedi
Univ. of AR Student
Agronomy Department
Fayetteville, AR 72701
Mr. Randall Smith
Univ. of AR Student
Agronomy Department
Fayetteville, AR 72701

Mr. Terry Fuller
Fuller Seed Supply
Rt. 1, Box 1J
Poplar Grove, AR 72374
Mr. Charlie Freiner
No. American Plant Breeders
P. 0. Box 1867
W. Memphis, AR 72301
CALIFORNIA

Mr. Mike Sullivan
Univ. of AR Student
Agronomy Department
Fayetteville, AR 72701

Mr. Wil l iam E. Squires
Ferry-Morse Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 100
Mountain View, CA 94042

Mr. Kevin Threlkeld
Univ. of AR Student
Agronomy Department
Fayetteville, AR 72701

Mr. David L. Fraysher
Kleen-Seed Delinting Co .
P. 0. Box 1595
Shafter, CA 93263

Mr. Archie Eason
Gibbs Seed Co .
Knobel, AR 72435

COLORADO

Mr. David Lutter
Gibbs Seed Co .
Knobel, AR 72435

Mr. Mark A. Brick
Dept. of Agronomy
Colorada State University
Plant Sciences Bui lding
Fort Collins, CO 80523

Mr. James M. Hubbard
James M. Hubbard Farms, Inc.
Rt. 1, Box 85
Marvell, AR 72366

Mr. John G. Keenan
Colorado State Univ.
P. 0. Box 786
Grand Junction, CO 81502

Mrs . Joy J. Hubbard
James M. Hubbards Farms, Inc.
Rt. 1, Box 85
Marvell, AR 72366

Mr. &Mrs. Jarell Massey
Upper CO Environ. Plant Center
P. 0. Box 448
Meeker, CO 81641
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Mr. Bill Donnell
Oliver Mfg. Co.
P. 0. Box 512
Rocky Ford, CO 81067
Mr. Jim Thomas
Oliver Mfg. Co.
P. 0. Box 512
Rocky Ford, CO 81067

Mr. Oscar Hall
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture
Forest Services,
National Tree Seed Laboratory
Rt. 1, Box 182-B
Dry Branch, GA 31020

DELAWARE

Mr. Terry Crane
GA Crop Improve. Assn.
2425 South Mil l ege Ave.
Athens, GA 30605

Mr. J. William Dorey
Delmar Grain, Inc.
P. 0. Box 267, York St.
Delmar, DE 19940

Mr. Johnny J . Luke, Jr.
GA Crop Improve. Assn.
Rt . 1, Box 565
Fitzgerald, GA 31750

DISTRICT OF COLOMBIA

Mr . Charlie Blackwell
GA Seed Development Comm.
Foundation Seed Peanut Center
Plains, GA 31780

Mr. Michael Davy
U.S. Dept . of Agriculture
AMS, LMGS Seed Branch
1400 Independence, SW
Washington, D. C. 20250
Mr. L. D. Dreyer
U. S. Dept. of Agriculture
AMS, LMGS, Seed Branch
1400 Independence Ave., SW
Washington, D. C. 20250
FLORIDA
Mr . William (Bill) Wilkerson
Glendale Enterprises
Rt. 3, Box 73-C
DeFuniak Springs, FL 32433

IDAHO
Mr. Claude Dean
Rogers Bros. Seed
Idaho Fal l s, ID 83402
ILLINOIS
Mr. W. E. "Bill'' Canter
Forsbergs, Inc .
532 Summit St.,
Algonquin, IL 60102

GEORGIA

Mr. Gary Hodgett
Wyffells Hybrids , Inc.
P. 0. Box 246
Atkinson, IL 61235

Mr. Gary Price
Americus Seed Co., Inc.
P. 0. Box 707
Americus, GA 31709

Mr . Jay Poulos
Wyffels Hybrids, Inc.
P. 0. Box 246
Atkinson, IL 61235

Mr . Clyas L. Crenshaw
GA Seed Development Commission
2420 S. Mill edge
Athens, GA 30605

Mr. Gerrit Hueting
Cargi 11, Inc.
P. 0. Box 470
Aurora, IL 60507
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Mr. David W. Nelson
Funk Seeds Int'l
Boo West Washington St .
Bloomington , IL 61701

Mr. Keith Earle
Custom Farm Seeds
Box 37
Dwight, IL 60420

Mr. z. A. Stanfield
Consu lting Engineer
322 Unity Bu ilding
Bloomington, IL 61701

Mr . John Parish
Custom Farm Seeds
Box 37
Dwight, IL 60420

Mr. John W. Sumrall
Funk Seeds International
P. 0. Box 2911
Bloomington, IL 61701

Mr. &Mrs. Ronald L. Romersberger
Pfister Hybrid Corn Co.
P. 0. Box 187
El Paso, IL 61738

Mr. & Mrs . Richard Denhart
IL Foundati on Seeds, Inc.
P. 0. Box 722
Champaign, IL 61820

Mr. Martin W. Case
Soil Test Agronomics
2205 Lee Street
Evanston , IL 60202

Mr . Rudy Hoffmann
Prater Industries, Inc.
1515 South 55th Court
Chicago, IL 60650

Mr. Ed Dowling
Jacques Seed Co.
Box 370
Lincoln, IL 62656

Mr. Jack Snader
Seedburo Equipment Co.
1022 W. Jackson Blvd.
Chicago , IL 60650

Mr. Jim Green
Jacques Seed Co .
Box 370
Lincoln, IL 62656

Mr. Leo Hoback
Thorp Seed Co.
Rt . 3
Clinton, IL 61727

Mr. Perry Winebrinner
Jacques Seed Co.
Box 370
Lincoln, IL 62656

Mr. Carl Thorp
Thorp Seed Co.
R. R. 3
Clinton, IL 61727

Mr . Tom Meinhardt
Henkel Seeds
Route 1
Mendota, IL 61342

Mr. &Mrs . John S. Walker
Bear Hybrids
P. 0. Box 950
Decatur, IL 62525

Mr. Ralph Wildy
Wildy Seed , Inc.
R. R. 1, Box 38
New Athens, IL 62264

Mr. Jerry Schu ltz
J. M. Schultz Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 211
Dieterich, IL 62424- 0211

Mr. Rick Hochstetler
Sommer Bros . Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 248
Pekin , IL 61554
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Mr. Bi 11 Frank
Pioneer Hi-Bred International
P. 0. Box 40
Princeton, IL 61356

Mr. Bi 11 Wa 11 ace
Blount/Ferrell-Ross
785 S. Decker Drive
Bluffton, IN 46714

Mr. Scott Kirkpatrick
Pioneer Hi-Bred International
P. 0. Box 40
Princeton, IL 61356

Mr. Richard E. Helmuth
Helmuth Corp.
828 East 116th Street
Carmel, IN 46032

Mr. & Mrs. H. A. Stults, Jr .
&Miss Kim Stults
Stults Scientific Eng. Corp.
3313 S. 66 Freeway
Springfield, IL 62703

Mr. Steve Beckham
AMOS
P. 0. Box 5613
Lafayette, IN 47903

Mr. &Mrs. Charles A. Ferguson
Asgrow Seed Company
P. 0. Box 408
Stonington, IL 62567
Mr. & Mrs. Dennis R. Lush
Asgrow Seed Co .
P. 0. Box 408
Stonington, IL 62567
Mr. & Mrs. Jack Bastien
Bastien Seed Co.
Vergennes, IL 62994
Mr . Douglas Roberts
George J. Ball, Inc.
P. 0. Box 335
West Chicago, IL 60185
Mr. James Gorman
Gorman Seed Service
R. F. D. 3, Box 45
Wilmington, IL 60481
Mr. Tom Ewalt
Hoffman Seeds, Inc.
Yates City, IL 61572
INDIANA
Mr. Dave Ewald
Blount/Ferrell-Ross
785 S. Decker Or.
Bluffton, IN 46714

Mr. Geoffrey Rudesill
Ag-Machinery &Safety
P. 0. Box 5613
Lafayette, IN 47903
Mr . Rick Boehle
Enlow Seed Service, Inc.
Rt. 1, Box 386
Oxford, IN 47971
IOWA
Mr. Mike Bielenberg
N. A. Plant Breeders
R. R. 2, Highway 30 E.
Ames, lA 50010
Mr. Alan Ford
N. A. Plant Breeders
R. R. 2, Highway 30 East
Ames, lA 50010
Mr . Denis McGee
Iowa State Univer.
Dept. of Plant Path,
Seed &Weed Sciences
Bessey Hall
Ames, IA 50011
Mr. Michael Colegrove
Pioneer Overseas Corp.
1206 Mulberry St.
Des Moines, lA 50308
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Mr. Gary Lawrance
Pioneer Hi -Bred International, Inc.
Central Di vision
Production Seed Laboratory
6506 N. W. Beaver
Johnston, IA 50131
Mr . &Mrs. Dick Grieme
Asgrow Seed Co.
Box 457
Perry, IA 50220
Mr . Francis Dick
Jacques Seed Co.
Schaller, IA 51053
KANSAS
Mr. &Mrs. Joe Bunck
Bunck Seed Farms, Inc.
Box 283
Everst, KS 66424
Mr. Greg A11 es
Thomas Sales &Service
Rt. 2, Box 15
Girard, KS 66743
Mr. W. F. (Pat) Hanny
Taylor Products Co., Inc.
5300 Main
Parsons, KS 67357
Mr. Murland L. Taylor
Taylor Products Co. , Inc.
5300 Main
Parsons, KS 67357
KENTUCKY
Mr. &Mrs . Eddie Yoakum
Agri-Chem. , Inc.
P. 0. Box 31
Hopkinsvi l le, KT 42240
LOUISIANA
Mr. Nathan T. Clements
LA Dept. of Ag.
P. 0. Box 16390-A
Baton Rouge, LA 70893

Mr. Boyd McDowel l
LA Dept. of Agricul ture
Seed Testing Laboratory
Harry D. Wilson Bl dg, Room 232
Baton Rouge, LA 70803
Mr. Jack S. Burk, Jr.
Standard Seed Co .
Rt. 1, Box 77E
Jackson , LA 70748
Mr . Kelly Coleman
Hollybrook Gin, Inc.
P. 0. Box 748
Lake Providence , ·LA 71254
Mr. R. W. McPherson
R. W. McPherson &Assoc.
P. 0. Box 5011
Monroe, LA 71211
Mr. Charles Boogaerts
Boogarts Co .
P. 0. Box 94
Shreveport, LA 71161
Mr . T. C. Ke 11 er
Boogaerts Co .
P. 0. Box 94
Shreveport, LA 71161
Mr. Dave Kunkle
Kunkle Seed Co., Inc.
St. Rt. A, Box 144
Vidalia, LA 71373
MARYLAND
Mr . Rodney W. Young
USDA - AMS
Federal Seed Lab .
Bldg . 306 , Room 213 Barce
Beltsville , MD 20705
Ms . Ann Townsend Young
MD State Seed Lab.
3402 Rutgers St.
Adelphia , MD 20783
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MICHIGAN
Mr. Robert Frevert
Crippen Mfg. Co., Inc.
P. 0. Box 350
Alma, MI 48801

Mr. Gary Gilder
Jimmy Sanders Seed Co.
North Sharp Street
Cleveland, MS 38732

MINNESOTA

~1r . Dwight McCo 11 urn
Big River Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 867
Clevel and, MS 38732

Miss Kris Prodehl
SIGCO Research
Box 289
Breckenridge, MN 56520
Mr . Tim Tucker
SIGCO Research
Box 289
Breckenridge, MN 56520
Mr. Steve Cashman
Carter- Day Company
500-73rd Ave . , N. E.
Fridley, MN 55432
Mr. Gary Larson
Jacques Seed Co.
621 W. Humphrey
Lake Crystal, MN

56055

Mr. Dale Benjamin
Dave Fischbein Co.
2700- 30th Ave., S.
Minneapolis, MN 55406
MISSISSIPPI
Mr. Charles Hyatt
Bayou Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 37
Alligator, MS 38720
Mr. Edward S. Guerry
Coker •s Pedigreed Seed Co .
P. 0. Box 236
Artesia , MS 39736
Mr. Joseph Lee Camp
MFC Services
P. 0. Box 116
Belden, MS 38826

Mr. Arthur Fulford
Chevron Chemical Co.
P. 0. Box 5008
Greenvi lle, MS 38704-5008
Mr. Mike Argo
MS Ag. & Forestry Exp. Station
Miss. State Uni versity
P. 0. Drawer ES
Miss . State, MS 39762
Mr. Wesley Wolfe
MCES - Miss. State Univ.
P. 0. Box 5405
Miss. State, MS 39762
Mr. John Williamson
Delta & Pine Land Company
Scott, MS 38772
Mr. Joe Hoefker
P. 0. Box 1384
West Point, MS 39773
Mr. Patrick Kraft
MS Forestry Commission
Winona Nursery
Rt. 3, Box 41
Winona , MS 38967
MISSOURI
Mr. Phil Fichter
Mo. Foundation Seed
University of MO-Columbia
135 Mumford Hall
Columbia, MO 65211
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Mr. Guy Thomas
Ken Bratney Co.
4610 Knox Drive
Columbia, MO 65201
Mr. Max Hockemeier
Hockemeier Seeds, Inc.
R. R. 1, Box 19AA
Henrietta, MO 64036
Mr. Mark F. Thomeczek
Garst-Seed Co.
54 7 E. Summit
Marshall, MO 65340
Mr. E. B. Gee, III
E. B. Gee Co.
P. 0. Box E
Marston, MO 63866

NEW YORK
Mr. Micheal Kozloski
The Stanford Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 951
Binghamton, NY 13902
Mr . Evan Mann
The Stanford Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 951
Binghamton, NY 13902
Mr. Don K. Shardlow
NY Seed Improvement Coop .
P. 0. Box 474
Ithaca, NY 14851
NORTH CAROliNA

Mr. Wayne Ruby
E. B. Gee Co.
Box E
Marston, MO 63866

Dr. Gary A. Reusche
N.C. State Univ.
Crop Science Dept.
P. 0. Box 5155
Raleigh, NC 27650

Mrs . Jan Simko Smith
Sloan Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 12
Windsor, MO 65360

Mr . Jim Warren
N. C. Dept. of Agric.
P. 0. Box 27647
Raleigh, NC 27611

Mr. Dan Smith
Sloan Seed Co .
P. 0. Box 12
Windsor, MO 65360

OHIO

NEBRASKA
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Mills
Foundation Seed Division
University of NB
3115 No. 70th
Lincoln, NB 68507
Mr. &Mrs . Dennis Thompson
NB Crop Imp. Assn .
266 Plant Science Building
Univ. of Nebraska
Lincoln, NB 68583

Mr. & Mrs. Jim Henderson
5054 Strawpocket
Columbus, OH 43081
Mr. W. David Maupin
The Anderson
P. 0. Box 119
Maumee, OH 43537
Mr. &Mrs. Thomas L. Rutschilling
Landmark, Inc. Seed Plant
P. 0. Box 479
Columbus, OH 43216
OKLAHOMA
Mr. Roger D. Osburn
OK State Dept. of AG
122 State Capitol Bldg.
Oklahoma City, OK 73105
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Mr. Doug Merkle
OK Foundation Seed Stocks, Inc.
Rm . 102 Smal l Grains Bldg .
OSU Ag ronomy Research Station
Sti llwater, OK 74078
Mr . Tim Meyers
OK Foundation Seed Stocks, Inc.
Rm . 102 SMa ll Grains Bldg.
OSU Agronomy Research Station
Sti llwater , OK 74078
OREGON
Mr. Greg Vollmer
Oregon Foun. Seed &
Plant Material s Project
125 Crop Science Bldg , OSU
Corvallis , OR 97331
Mr . John Hey
Beta seed , Inc.
P. 0. Box 628
Tangent, OR 97389
PENNSYLVANIA
Mr . Steven Carr
Agway Inc . -Seed Div.
Box 166
East But ler Road
East Butler, PA 16029
Mr. Richard Derr
Hoffman Seeds, Inc .
Landisville, PA 17538
Mr . Don Ertley
Agway , Inc.-Seed Division
Box 256
201 W. Stiegel St .
Manheim, PA 17545
Mr . Al an McCracken
FMC Corp.
2000 Market St .
Phi ladelph ia, PA 19103

Mr. Jim Navarro
FMC Corp.
2000 Market Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Mr. Thomas E. Klein
Mercator Corp.
P. 0. Box 142
Reading, PA 19603
Mr. &Mrs. Joseph L. Beebe
Rt . 4, Box 226
Towanda, PA 18848
SOUTH CAROLINA
Mr. Michael C. E. Buechting
Coker's Pedigreed Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 340
Hartsvil l e, SC 29550
Mr. Danny Johnson
Coker's Pedigreed Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 340
Hartsv ill e, SC 29550
Mr. Paul G. Johnson
Coker ' s Pedigreed Seed Co .
P. 0. Box 340
Hartsville, SC 29550
Mr . Rex Wil son
Coker's Ped igreed Seed Co .
P. 0. Box 340
Hartsville, SC 29550
SOUTH DAKOTA
Mr. Rober t Hal l
S. D. State University
Plant Science Bldg .
Box 2207A
Brookings , S. D. 57007
Mr. Robert J . Pollmann
S.D . Crop Improvement Assn.
Seed Certifi cation Division
Plant Science Dept .
SDSU , Box 2207A
Brookings, SO 57007
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TENNESSEE
Mr. Dennis McCaslin
TN Farmers Coop.
Ha 11 s , TN 38040

Mr. Gary L. Bi l lups
Gustafson, Inc.
P. 0. Box 220065
Dallas, TX 75222

Mr. Lester Venable
R. F. D. 6, Box 203
Lawrenceburg, TN 38464

Mr. Karl F. Kampschroeder
Tri ple/S Dynamics
1031 S. Haskel l
Dall as, TX 75223

Mr. Dave Duty
TN Farmers Coop
P. 0. Box 157
Lavergne, TN 37086

Mr. Nick Raffety
Gustafson, Inc.
P. 0. Box 220065
Dallas, TX 75222

Mr . Jim Arnold
Progressive Farmer
5050 Poplar #1630
Memphis, TN 38157

Mr. Kyle W. Rushing
Gustafson , Inc.
P. 0. Box 220065
Dall as, TX 75222

Mr . Glen Cal l ahan
Delta & Pine Land Co.
P. 0. Box 77
Memphis, TN 38101

Mr . Mason Saltzman
Tate & Roe, Inc.
9673 Wendell Rd.
Dallas, TX 75243

Mr. Virgil Harden
Harden Proc. Equip. Sa l es , Inc.
P. 0. Box 18880
Memphis, TN 38118

Mr. Tony Sawers
Gustafson, Inc.
P. 0. Box 220065
Dallas, TX 75222

Mr. Edd Sul l ivan
Hagan Mfg. Co .
P. 0. Box 9307
Memphis, TN 38109

Mr. Jay Sullivan
Triple/S Dynamics
1031 S. Haskel l
Dallas, TX 75223

Mr. David N. McKinney
TN Crop Imp . Ass ' n.
2640-C Nolensvil l e Rd .
Nashville, TN 37211

Mr. Kenny Hartman
Dessert Seed Co., Inc.
P. 0. Box 2092
Hereford , TX 79045

TEXAS

Mr. & Mrs. Warren K. Dulin
Agriculture Unlimited, Inc .
4601 Locust Ave.
Lubbock, TX 79404

Mr. Darrell E. Markwood
TX Ag. Exp . Station
Rt . 7, Box 999
Beaumont, TX 77706
Mr. Gary Wi ll iams
TX Ag. Exp. Station
Rt. 7, Box 999
Beaumont, TX 77706

Mr . Alejandro Munoz
Pioneer Overseas Corp .
219 Nolana
McAllen, TX 78501
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Mr. Cruz Robledo
Pioneer Overseas Corp .
219 Nolana
McAl l en, TX 78501
Mr. Ken Skarien
Seedsmen's Digest
3335 West Ave.
San Antonio , TX 78213
WASHINGTON
Mr. Chit Ngwe
Seed Lab. , WSU
Dept . of Agronomy &Soils
Washington State University
Pul l man, WA 99164- 6420
Mr . Sein Thaung
Washington State University
Seed Technology Laborato ry
Pullman, WA 99164
Mr. R. P. S. Tomer
Seed Lab .
Dept. of Agronomy &So il s
Washington State Univers ity
Pullman, WA 99164-6420
WISCONSIN
Mr. &Mrs . Dan O' Brien
O'Brien Farms, Inc.
Rt. 2
Brooklyn, WI 53521
Mr . Wayne Beckwith
Jacques Seed Co.
720 St . Croix Street
Prescott, WI 54021
Mr. Pete Ptacek
Jacques Seed Co.
720 St. Croix Street
Prescott, WI 54021
CANADA
Mr. Murray Holland
Ciba-Geigy Seeds~ Ltd .
Funk Seeds
Rt. 3,
Cottam , Ontario ,
CANADA NOR 180

MEXICO
Mr. Ernesto G. Usabiaga
Semillas Berentsen, S.A.
Km. 285 Carretera Panamericana
Celaya, GTO 38000
MEXICO
Mr. Francisco J. Pavlovich
Ajonjoli Y Derivados Japs, S.A. de C.V.
Revolucion 202
(Entre Veracruz y Tamaulipas)
Hermos illo, Sonora
MEXICO 83010

